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Abstract

Water resources developments in Indonesia is under the full.:Julhorit}' 01 the gOl'crnnwnt.

All proponents for this type of development are gowrnmclll .:Jgencil's. Tlwsl'

developments are designed primarily for irrigation and arc implemented mainly 10

alleviate socio-economic problems in society. However, w.:Jter resources devd(lpmenl~

create serious socia-economic problems related to the rcloc.:Jtion of people, bt'C.:JlIse of

the high population density of the country.

Due to the urgent fulfilment of the population dem.:Jnds, the developments will have 1\1

continue. but with special emphasis on minimizing the environmelltal impacls. This

needs an environmental impact assessrnent (EIA) to be applied properly and monitoring

of the environment to be carried out effectively_ This thesis examines some

shortcomings in the Indonesian E1A process and the role of public participation in the

objective assessment ofconcerns regarding these developmenls. The thesis .:Jlso examines

how remotely sensed data can be used for waler reservoir impact asse.mncnt and

monitoring.

The Indonesian EIA process has some shortcomings when compared to other EfA

processes, in that the entire process is a self assessment within the initialing department.



Whcn the proponent is a private company. the reviewer in the inilialing 19ovcrnmenlj

uCfl'lrtml,."fIt C;tn act as an indcpendcnt parly between the proponent and the public. When

the proponent i~ a go...ernment agency. there is an opportunity for the reviewer IO\\,ilrds

a sclf-intercJ.ll,.'ll bias. f)thcr problems have in...olved people's protests against water

resources dc...elopments which resulled from inadequate opportunity for public input into

the EIA process.

1\ gmund rcceiving station for s.1lellite remotely sensed dilla is in existence in Indonesia.

This station is able to receive and process LANDSAT MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER

{MSSl and LANDSAT THEMATIC l\-IAPPER (TM) data. However, few specialists in

the lield of water resource development in Indonesia utilize these data in their work.

This thesis cxplores the usc of remotely sensed data for the environmental impact

;ISSCSSlllcnt and monitoring of water resources developments particularly in reservoir

impmml1mcnt projetts. The proposed lower Churchill River hydro-elcctric development

projl,.'Ct in L.lbrador, Canad.1. is used here for illustration of the use of remotely sensed

dma for an en\'ironmental impaci assessment. This thesis examines the possible

application of these remOle sensing techniques in 3. water resource project in the South

Kl..'du area in Central Java. Indonesia.
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1. Introduction

Food self sufticiency for the nalion is a primary objective for development in Indonesia.

For this purpose, water re~ources development to improve agricultural production is

intensively implemented. Considering the fertility of the island, the established culture

towards technical agricultural practices, and the existence of extensive irrigation

networks, the island of Java is often the most appropriate location for this type of

development in Indonesia. The population density in Java has reached about 800

pcople/km2 in 1991 (Anon., 199Ia). This relatively high density creates land pressure

in the forms of, amongst others, over cultivation and shifting of forest areas into

agriculture. Problem related to water resources development also arise due to the

necessity of relocating people away from inundated areas.

Waler resources development in Indonesia is under the full authority of the government.

All proponents of this type of development are government agencies. Land and water

llmnagcrs in Java have a challenge to optimally utilize land and water resources for the

benefit of the people. This entails monitoring and implementation of environmental

programs to keep these resources sustainable.

Indonesian Environmental Law was established in 1982. This was followed by

Environmental Regulations that were issued in 1987 to provide guidelines for the conduct



of En\'ironmentallmpact Assenmcni (EIA). This thesis cxaminl'SIhc imp-lets Of\\"Jll'r

resouTl.'es dc\'elopments and the problems in conducting an EIA in 1a\'3.. Somc c):>lmpks

on the impac1S of these: devdopments are described. In adoition. this thesis alSll

discusses the use of remotely scnsed data for the EIA and the em'ironmental nlonilorin}:

of th~ projccts.

In order \0 evaluate the Indonesian EIA process, othcr EfA proc\.'SSCS were sludi\.'«. sudl

as the Canadian Federal Environmental Assessment ReviclV PnJCCss (EARP) ;1I1t! Ihc

Newfoundland and Labrador provincial EIA process, Thcse processes arc liSCO for

comparison and reference. l! is revealed that public participatioo is inadequatc in .he

Indonesian EIA process.

Remotely sensed data arc useful in the assessment of the availabilily of water resources.

and can be used to monitor deterioration of the environment that results as a consequence

of their development. The LANDSAT receiving station in Cibinong. Indonesia. is able

to receive and process multispectral scanner (MSS) and thematic mapper (fM) satellite

data. These remotely sensed dala are available for most areas 0( Indonesia. However.

only a limited number of spedalists in the field of water resourc~s development in

Indonesia utilize these data in their work. This periodically· available data and the large

coverage have been useful elsewhere for accurate and timely decision making. A t1daycd

decision on water resources problem in a densely populated area could result in a serious

damage to the environment. With the use of data frequently acquired from LANDSAT



as wdl as other satellites. decision makers can make timely decisions affecting water

resources project.

The proposed Lower Churchill River hydro-electric development projfX':t in La.bradot is

uscil as an example or a Nor1h American environmental impaci assessment and a guide

for a procedure for using remOl:ely sensed data in a similar water resource project in

South Kedu area in Central Java, Indonesia.



2. Objecth'es

The obj«tiv~s of this thesis are as follows:

I. To evaluate the EIA process in Indonl:sia. by using till: Canadian EIA

process as a reference and for comparison. 11lis cVOllualion is dirCClcd

towards the following goals:

an understanding of current environmental concerns in Indonesia,

b. anticipation of future environmental concerns in Indonr.:>ia,

consideration of possible enhancements to the Indonesian EIA

process which may facilitate the environmcnlal assessment of water

resources developments.

2. To critically evaluate the current use of remote sensing in water rc.~urccs

development.

3. To design a procedure for using remolely sensed data in the cunduct of

environmental impact assessment (EIA) of WOller rcsoun:cs develupment

projects in Sooth Kedu, Indonesia.

This thesis is intended to enhance the Indonesian EIA proce.;s, aid persons involved in

the development and assessment of water resources projects, and aid researchers and

students conducting research in water resources development.



3. Background

All water resources developments in Indonesia are implemented by government agencies

as a means of alleviating economic problems, These developments are urgent due to

population and land-demand pressures in the country, Yet the experience to date

indicates that this type of development has often resulted in adverse impacts upon the

physical. biological. and socio·economic environments, Protests have occurreU against

these developments.

An EIA proces~ usually involves baseline studies, impact predictions. and design of

mitigation measures. These activities involve scientists, experts, and the public,

especially adversely affected people. The involvement and participation of the public in

the process is essential as they usually have information on what has to be considered

important in assessing the impacts of the development, It often happens that what is

considered unimportant by the scientists is extremely important for the people,

The inclusion of remotely sensed data in this thesis is intended to provide examples of

dctcrmining important items to be considered in water resources developments. Th~

purpose is to encourage the use of these types of data for water resources developments.

These data are readily available in Indonesia, but they have only been used OCtasionally

by developers of water resources.





3.1 Waler Resources Development Problems in Indonesia

Waler rt:soorces development in Indonesia is usually designed to fulfil existing demands

flIT irrigation. industry. anc.l for domestic consumption. The latest census of Indonesia

(December 1990). indicated a population of 179.321.641 (Anon.• 1991a). The annual

growth rate was 1.97% for the period 1980-1990. Sixty per cent of the whole

population. more than 107 million. live on the island of Java (Fig. 3-1), resulting in a

density in Java of 814 peoplelkml
. The figures for Sumatra and Sulawesi are 77 and 66

people per square kilometre respectively, while for Irian Jaya and Kalimantan the figure

is less than one. Wilh this uneven population distribution. water resources development

pmjccts are often planned and implemented in less populated areas to encourage

transmigration l from more densely populated islandl':.

The water resources developmem policy in the agricuhural sector is aimed at food self

suffICiency for the country. Due to differc:rus in population density and different

environmenlal conditions. there arc different methods and policies for implementing

developments in Java and outside Java. All arable land in Java is presently being

cultivated. Therefore increasing agricultural production often means increasing the

productivity of the land. This includes the development and improvement of irrigation

syslems and provision of year round irrigation water. For example, some rice fields in

Transmigration in Indol1CJia hu a JIlCclat muning, which II 10 move 10 another island. A lransmigradon
I'wgram is inlemively implemcnlcd In tnOol1Csi~. Thl, government prolrlm hu IJ an objeclive to rcdllCc lilt
('II'pulalion of me densely poputatcd iJtand (bn) by rcloatina the people 10 Icu poplltaltd Islands (SlIllUlra.
KalillYnl:l.n. SolaW'tsi. triancIC.),



Java (and tlu'oughoutlndoncsia) can only be harvested annually duc to lheir dependcnce

on lhe rainy season: with lhe provision of year round irrigalion from :l rescr\'\lir. the

same area could produce two harveSlS of rice per yeur. Irri£.:llion h;lS hI.'Cn pr;\ctised in

Java for decades. so fanners readily accepl irrig3tioo leehnology for incrcasing rice

production. In addition, Java is the most fertile of lhe islands in Indunesia for rice

production. Under lhe same conditions of irrigalion in the following islands. ricl.'

production in Java can reach 5.16 tonlha .. white in Sulawesi it is 4.15 IOlI/ha .. in

Sumatra It is 3.92 tanlha., and in Kalimantan the figure is 2.69 ton/ha. (Soemarwlllll,

1991).

On the islands outside Java, irrigation technology is not as advanced. It is ;1 slow

process to educate farmers to shift from traditional methods to lechnical irrigalion. Th\.'

cost of developing these resources projects require that lhe resources be utilized <II full

capacity, which is difficult in less densely populaled areas. An example of this was the

construclion of a diversion weir in Mbay, Flol\."S (Fig. 3-1), a small island in the region

of Nusatenggara, Indonesia. The weir was capable of irrigating 12,000 ha, hUI lIfter

eight years, the amount of cultivated area was still only 2,500 ha (8. Harguno, pcrsonnl

dala collection on Mbay, 1988).

The problems in Indonesia at present regarding the l.lemanl.l for food on all islands

suggest that the development of water and land resources in Java to increase agricultuml

production, is still the best solution. However, with such a high population den~ity (800



pcople/km.'J, ,my water resources development always includes land compensation. The

issue of relocation is the most problematical for reservoir projects in Java (Table 3-1).

I)evc!upml:nt ul" th~ islands outsid~ Java is being accelerated to shOl\lthe intention or tile

government til evenly distributcdcvclopmcilt. to discourage migration of people to Java.

and to encourage peoplc to movc away from Java, usually by a transmigration program.

Thc govcrnment provides land and houses for those relocated people on less del1~ly

populatcd islill1ds. Only n limited numbcr of people usually join 01is program. the rest

slay in the vicinity of the reservoir, which creates more land and population pressure.

SnllIc CX;ll11pl':s of relocation impacts are described in section 5.2.

TallkJ·1 Examplcs of relocated people in dams constructed in the period 1981-1990

DAr.1 LOCATiON RELOCATED NUMBER OF

PEOPLE HOUSEHOLDS

Wndaslintangl CeMral Java 28.000 8,100

Kcdungombo' Central Java 27,000 5,300

Sagllling~ West Java 14,000

Cirnta~ West]ava 28,000

,\",,,,.• I'NI,J.



3.2 Environmental Impact Assessment in Wat(:r Rcsources Developmcnt

In Java, since thousands of people usually have to move from reservoir sites, rcloc<ltion

impacts are serious. Physical and biological impacts that lead to loss of wildlife habitat,

or aesthetic values usually are not of much concern 10 these people. However, it has 10

be kept in mind that physical, biological, and the socio-economic environment arc

interdependent. These aspc(ts become more important as the population increases. This

situation may result in more pressure on land resources and the life supporting l.'CoSYSICl11

(Rees, 1986).

Environmental impact assessment (EIA)6 is the process of identifying the likely

consequences of implementing particular activilies such as induslrialdcvelopmcnl or thr.

enactment of legislation (Wathern, 1988). It concerns the physical, biological, ami socia-

economic conditions (environment) of the area being developed. lis aim is to review Ihis

information at a stage prior to when a decision is laken on the approval or denial of a

proposal.

3.2.1 Indonesian Environmental Impact Assessment Process

An environmental law in Indonesia was established in 1982. The basic objectives of the

tndonuian term for EIA i' AMDAL (An~liSli Mengenai fr.mpak Ungkung~n). In lhi, lh.!i. the lerm i. kepI
u ElA for lXIlh Canadian lind l",lonnian proc:ew,.

10



law include a congruence between the people and the environment. a proper management

of the resources and the environment, and development that is sustainable and based on

the conccpl of sound envirc,nmental prolection. The government issued further

environl11ental assessment regulations in 1986. The law as well as the regulatiorl5 apply

fur both the national and provincial governments; provincial governments do not have

their own environmental law and EIA regulations. For standardization of environmental

assessment procedures the Minister of the Population and the Environment (MPE) issued

guidelines for environmental assessment reviews in 1987 (Figure 3-2).

In accordance with the regulations, the entire EIA review process is conducted by the

Minister of the initiating department (MID)7. During the environmental impact

<Isscssment (If project proposals, the MID is assisted by an EIA Commission. At the

national level, the members of the EIA Commission are appointed by the MID and

include a representative from the MPE. The final decision regarding the acceptance of

the project lies with the MID.

The EIA Commission has the task of evaluating all ElA documents, which includes

preparing a technical manual for the EIA, establishing terms of reference for the

T~~ d~I'''ftlll~nt thhl h;t!l lh~ d~cision milkIng Rull!ority ror the proj~cl. The MID (or water resources
de\'ehlI'1I1elllfor"grietlltu~;n lndon~sillislhtMinisttrofPublicWorks. If it is for hydropow.!rgenerat;on,
the MID is lhe Min;>l~r of Energy ""d Mining.. The MID (or privale projec15 depends on the activities. For
u;<lIIl'le. II I'fl'l",s;,l lorap"inl mantll-"cluring company s!lould beregislcredwilhthcMinislryofltlduslry.

11



PIL:
ANDAL:
RKL:
RPL:
BAPPENAS:
High~r ~ulhorily:

Figure 3-2

descriplionofexislingenvironn~nl

environmenl~l imp~c\ U5e$Sn~n\

envirOf1m.:nl~1 manace/Tl(nl plan
e:nvironm.:nl~1 rnonilorinllplan
nalionalplaMingooard
the: P(~sid~nl uf the: Republic of Indune:~ia, wilh MPE as the advl.w

Indonesian National Environmental Assessment Process
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environmental impact statenlent (ANDAl)', and making recommendations to the MID

which a.ssbt decision making concerning the proposal. The EIA Commission is made

up of permanent and non-permanent members.

The permanent members are:

dlUirpus(m, Iirst rank person (director general or other person with similar level

status) under the Minister of the initiating department,

.\"('cr('IlIlY, second rank person under the Minister of the initiatin,: department,

reprcsentativcs of the design unit of each directorate general,

one member appointed by the Minister of Home Affairs,

one member appointed by the Minister of Population and Environment,

cxpcrt(s) in related areas from (a) non governmental ageney(ies).

TIle non-permanent members are appointed by the MID when he/she considers illo be

necessary, and can include the following:

representativc(s) of other related department(s),

representatives of adversely affected people,

knowledgable experts regarding the ell:pet;ted impacts,

representative(s) of (a) non-governmental organiZ2tion(s) (NGO),

other members if the MID considers it is necessary,

El1yironmcl1l~t imp~~l ~t~1emellt (EIS) illlndolle~ia is tcnnedu 'Analiu Dampak Lill£kUlltall', abbrevilted as
'AND"!.', To avoill ~onfusioll Wilh tbe 1erm 'AMDAL', whieh IS lhe whole EIA procus, lhe llllhor Illes
ANOA!. (or tbe Indoncsilll1 docllment which is 5llllilar \0 lite Call1ldi,ll EIS IJId l'ttlins IISCl of EIA for lh,
AMOAt..
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For projects at the provincial level the EIA procedure is similar, except th:!t Ihe: gOWrtlM

of the province replaces the functions of The Slate Minister of the National Plannill~

Board (BAPPENAS)' as well as Ihe MID. The now diagram l,r this procedure is

presented in Figure 3-3.

During the EIA of the project (provincial level), the governor assigns a provinciallc\'l'I

EIA Commission. Similar 10 the national level, the commission is also made up of

permanent and non permanent members.

The permanent members are:

chairperson, Head of Provincial Planning Board,

!ie'm'wry. Head of Provincial Bureau of Environmental Works Guidance,

a representative of the Provincial Planning Board,

a representative of the Bureau of Environmental Works Guidance,

a representative of a Centre of Environmental Studies from a local university.

If the Governor considers it necessary, non-permanent members of the EIA Commission

can be assigned who can include:

the Secretary of the Regencylll,

the Head of the Regency Planning Board,

10 Retency is asubdivision ora provin~e. For further reference about Indunesian Government Orgllniv.lionple"",,
$ee 511ntosa (1990).
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Iprojoel proPoullPILI!

I'lL:
ANDAL:
RKL:
RI'L:
HiGlleraulllorily:

Figure 3·)

uescripliooorex;slinGeovironment
(n\·ironmenl>lliml'aClasses.s~nl

en,-ironmenta! malllGemenl plan
en,-irOnmtnla! monilorinllPlan
tht Minish~rof inilialing department or llle Head of Board for Coordination of
Capilal1n\"estrnent

Indonesian Provincial Environmental Assessment Process
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the Head of the Board for Coordination of Capital Invcstment,

the Head of the Provincial Office of the initiating department.

represent3tives of adversely affected people,

knowledgable expcrts on related impacts,

representative(s) of a NGO(s),

other non permanent mcmbers if the Governor considers it nL'CCS:-l.,ry.

The tasks of thc provincial Ievcl ElA Commission a"c similar to the national level ElA

Commission's, except that the recommendation regarding acceptance of the projl'Ct is

submitted to the Governor.

The first step in the EIA requires that the proponent prcpare a proposal inclul.ling a hrief

description of thc existing environment (PlL)Il. Thc PIL prcscnts the naturc of the

project, the potential interactions between the project and the cnvironment, the prediction

of impacts from these interactions, and the proposed mitigation measures. TIle proposal

is submiued to the MID.

If the Minister's evaluation of the PIL leads to a conclusion that there would be no

serious adverse errects to the environment, the proponent may directly procced with the

'PIL', $lantl$ for 'Penyajian lnform....i Lingkungan' and i, a document thaI i~ ~irnil~r lfJ the 'En~if<lnmenllol

Pre~iew ReporllEPR' in lhe Newfoundland and Uihrador provin~ial EIA pnll;o:.'I.', or the 'tnitial I:nvironment;ol
EvaluationlIEE'intheCanlidianfederIlIEIAprlKen.
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environment management plan (RKL)11 and the environment monitoring plan (RPL)IJ.

If there is an indication of serious adverse impacts, the proponent is required to submit

an environmental impact statement (ANDAL). If the ANDAL is accepted, the

proponent may continue and prepare the RKL and the RPL. There is an option to submit

an ANDAL without preparing a PIL, if the proponent believes that the proposal will

result in serious impacts.

All documents, the PIL, the ANDAL, the RKL, and the RPL require approval by the

MID. This proposal is then incorporated into the feasibility study for approval by the

National Planning Board on whether to proceed or not.

The Indonesian EIA process seems to be effective for examining the proposals of private

companies. The MID with the EIA Commission can act independently between the

public and th~ proponent. One example was that regarding a proposal for forest

harvesting in Irian for a pulp mill (Santosa, 1990). The MID in this case was the

Minister of Industry. Public concerns were raised by NGOs questioninr. the effects of

this project on the social life of the inhabitants. The result was that the government

denied approval of the proposal.

Tlli, .hll:lIlntllt i, ltrmtd as ·RtnCllM Ptngtlolaan Lingkunianl RKL'.

Thi,"o.:umtnti'ltrlllt"a5 'RtlWana PtlnanlolUan Linikunganl RPL'.
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3.:!.:! Problems in 1he Indonesian Environmelltal Impact ASS~SSl11cnt Process

The entire Indonesian EIA process is based on self assessment within the initiating

department. This means that the EIA Commission has a great tendency to J;lXour il

proposal coming from a government agency of the S;101C department. Another problem

is that the participation of the adversely affected people and NaDs in the EIA

Commission is under the full discretion of the MID or the Governor. "nlcsc

representatives are included only when the MID or the Governor considers it n~cessary.

This makes the absolute e"elusion of public participation in the EIA Commission

possible. Even when the adversely affected people and the NODs arc represented on the

EIA Commission, they are only a minority in comparison with othcr members who might

be -suspected" of supporting the proponent.

With the current Indonesian EIA process, approval of a proposal for water resources

development may be easily obtained. However, popular protests against water resources

development in the past shoold remind decision makers about the need to involve the

public intensively. (Note: The Canadian federal Environmental Assessment Review

Process (EARP) and the Newfoundland and Labrador EIA process provide adcquate

opportunity for public participation. These processes arc brieny described in sections

3.2.3 and 3.2.4.)

There are problems with regard to public participation due to the inherent cultural
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characteristics and social condition of Javanese people. Although some protests have

occurred, the Javanese people are generally passive and acquiescent. Therefore, these

protests indicate that the social or environmental problems are serious.

It is not easy for Javanese people to express lheir opposition to a respectful person's

opinion (Santosa, (990). In remote areas where traditional Javanese culture exists, the

respectful persons may comprise parents, teachers, head of the village, and the

government. This fact is not always true in a decision making process conducted at

village level. Village people in South Kedu area, for example, meet every 35 days to

discuss local problems and solutions. However, in a case of water resources

development that is implemented by the national government, the villagers feel that they

arc obliged to follow the direction of the government. When the government requests

the people to move from the reservoir area, they usually move without protest. While

it is an advantage to the initiating agency, it is also difficult for the agency and the

government to understand whether there are unexpr,~ssed concerns. These

characteristics. in addition to the prevailing poor level of education in remote areas,

make it difl1cull to encourage active public participation in the EIA process. In

investigating the impacts of a development during an EIA process, accurate data on

people's problems are important. When people do not express their concerns, it is

difticult to design a proper mitigation measure to deal with these concerns.
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3,2.3 Canadian Federal Environmental Assessment and Rcvi~w Process

In !973 the Canadian Federal Cabinet established the Environmental Assessment and

Review Process (EARP), The process is administered by the Fl,.'<leral Environment:.1

Assessment Review Office (FEARO), which is a responsibility of the Federal Minista

of the Environment. In accordance with the Govemmem Organization Act (l979), the

Ferleral Minister of the Environment has the role "/0 enSlife t!lelll/ell' fi'dl'r/ll projl'I'/J,

prograll1s and oClil'ilit's are tJJSl'ued I.'orly in IIII.' plunllin,~ pmc(',uji/r pllf/'llfial mll'l'r,\'/'

effec15 on Ihl' fl'Wliry of the nutl/raJ elH';rtlllll1l'nI... • (FEARO, 1979).

The first level of assessment is an initial environmental evaluation (lEE), in which the

initiating department examines the proposal. The lEE examines the potential

environmental effects and public concerns, The decision arising from the review of the

lEE is submitted to FEARO for publication. Public awareness and/or input may then

occur at this stage. When the lEE states that a project may cause serious adverse

environmental effects, or that there are serious concerns requiring a public review, lhe

MID refers the proposal to the Minister of the Environment (MOE) for furthcr

assessment; otherwise the project may proceed. The initialing department may avoid the

lEE and proceed directly to an EIS'~ level assessment if it decides there arc serious

effects expected from the project.

I' All EnyirolllnenUlI tmpads Slillement (EIS) is Mdocument thai deseribou: project de~criplilJn, environment
(physical, biological, soci~conomic), impact as~ument, and miligalion me;<!lure~. The e.<Sen1i~1 plirl or Lhe
documenls is the rln'll impacls of the projeclilfter mitigation measures hll~e been implemen1ed, Tbi., documenl
is similar 10 ANDA.L in the tndonesian EtA (AMDAL) procul.
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For a public review and an EIS, an Environmental Assessment Panel is appointed by

FEARO. This pancl is indepcndent, in which "members must be free of potential

conflict of interest or political commitments and should have special knowledge or

relcvant cxpericnce that is useful for reviewing the anticipated effects" (FEARO, 1987).

This review panel is assigned for the duration of a project review.

The preparation of the EIS is the responsibility of the initiating department but may be

dclegatcd to the proponent. Information regarding the Panel's activities and review of

the EIS, is disseminated through the Panel secretariat during the preparation of the EIS.

Comments, review, and information are invited and can be submitted through the panel

secretariat. Exchange of information and ideas occur during public meetings and pUblic

hearings. Commonly, a panel conducts two kinds of public meeting. The first kind is

intcndcd to collect public input for the preparation of the terms of reference for an EIS

that is to be pl..:'pared by the proponent. The second kind is intended to provide

opportunities for public comment and review of the EIS as it is completed and submitted

to the Panel. Recommendations to the MOE are made by the Panel after these meetings.

The final decision on the acceptance of an EIS lies with the MOE. The flow chart of the

Canadian federal EIA process is shown in Figure 3-4.
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MID: the Minister of Initiating Department
MOE: the Ministllr of the Environrrn:nt
lEE: Initial Environment Evaluation
EIS: Environmental Impact SMem(nt

Figure 3·4 Canadian Federal Environmental Assessmenl Review Process
(Sources: FEARO, 1979)
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3.2.4 Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Environmental Impact Assessment

Proces~

The Environmental Assessment Act for Newfoundland and Labrador was eoacted in

1980. According to this law, all projects which may have impact upon the environment

are to be registered with the Department of Environment and Lands for examination.

Before passing this examination no approval from any provincial or municipal authority

can be given.

Thl: EIA process in Newfoundland and Labrador provides full authority to the MOE for

the review. The reviews are completed by an Assessment Committee which is appointed

by the MOE. The Assessment Committee is made up of government officials from

various departments which may be interested in or affected by the proposed project

(Leeder, pers. comm., 1991). In the event that the proponent is a division of a

government department, this division cannot be represented in the Assessment Committee

(Govt. of Nfld., 1984), thereby maintaining objectivity in the project review.

Following the receipt of the registration document, the MOE issues a press release and

mails notices to interested parties. The MOE is also obliged to announce the proposal

in a newspaper with distribution in the area where the project is to be located. In the

case that there is no newspaper circulated in the area, the announcement has to be posted

in public places such as post offices. These activities are intended to encourage public
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comments and provide inform:llion which the MOE considers when making the dceisillO.

The decision can be one of the following: the project may proceed, an environmenlal

preview repon (EPR)lJ is necessary. or an environmental impact statement (ElS)" is

required.

When an EIS is required. the proponent has to include a proposal for a public

information exchange program in its draft of the tcrms of reference. The information

program can be in the form of a public meeting, or other melhods approved by the MOE

(Leeder, peTS. comm.. 1991). Thus, both the proponent and the MOE are involved in

the dissemination of informalion and collection of public commenls.

Public hearings arc: usually not required unless there is a strong public intereSl or

concerns arise about the proposal. When this occurs, the MOE may request Cabinet to

appoint an Environmental Board to hold public hearings. One-third of the board's

members arc: residents of the project locality, but the chairperson must be neither a

government official nor a resident of the project area. Since the promulgation of the

environmental law. there has been no case in which an Environmental Assessment Board

has been appointed. A now chart of the Newfoundland and Labrador E1A process is

""0"'1", 10 Ill. ,.....f"..""I."" bI"_...,~1 .....um.~1 ACI,IlI. Cft~If<lNM".1 p..~I0... ,.port i. " "p"" Ill.' p.....,.. th.
«.ult "f. p«li",iRary ,",ll'\NImonl.1 ..........nl b.>«! onI, un «.d;;, .~.II.bl. l"r""mOl'''"' UN ;., "'hl,b .....l~ u ..",i.1
.uhj«l.ma,h.i",ompl,ItI,I...I.doo.'o,l"tord.,.'.

Accord!nllO th~ N~wfoundlRndEn.,j'Q""~"IRIAu..sm..."t Act, Ib~ en~ir"n,n~nl.ll.l imp;octWlI~,"~nl i. Oil tepml
tlI~1 pr~senl$ the resullof, ~ompleleen~ironmentalas&ellmenl". How~~er, il i. aimilar 1o !be EIS of the EARP
prOf:eu, and ANDAL or Ih, tOO_liMn EIA prOf:us.The EPR illimih.r 10 lb, PIL of Indonesian EIA proc:e~1

alldtlte lEE of tile EARP.
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Minister:
EPR:
EIS:

• Only when
.erloua
concerne.rl,e

Relecle<l

!h~ Minisl~r of lh~ EnyirDnm~nt and lantis
Enyironmenlal Pr~yi~w R~I"OII

Enyironmental lml"~ct Slal~~nl

Figurll3-5 Newfoundland and Lahr<ldor Environmenl<ll Assessment Rcyiew Process
(Source: Gov!. of Nfid., undated, <lnd Leeder, 1991, pers. comm.)
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presented in Figure 3-5.

3.2.5 Non-Governmental Organizations in Indonesia

Non-Governmental Organiz.ations (NGOs) have been active in Indonesia. Their mk

includes reviewing the conduct of developments and the enhancement of public

environmental awareness (Anon., 19911). Some government institutions in Indonesia

have been founded in order to emphasize environmental considerations in I'vcry aspect

of the life of the nation, after the influence of among others, these NGOs. NGOs also

encourage and help people 10 ex.press their concerns regarding developments. [t is

considered important to include discussion about the role of NGOs in this thesis. The

objective is to understand their role in controlling the conduct of water resources

development in Indonesia, and in helping to enhance public participalion in the EIA

process.

3.3 Remote Sensing in the Environmental Impact Assessment of Water Resources

Developments

Key components of environmental impact assessments for water resources projccts as

described by Canter, (1985) include the followings:
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impact identification,

2. conduct of baseline studies,

3. prediction of impacts of various environmental factors,

4. assessment (interpretation) of the predicted impacts,

5. conduct of trade-off analysis,

6. identification and evaluation of mitigation measures.

In practice, these are oflen grouped into three major components:

baseline studies: includes the impact identification,

2. prediction and quantification of impacts: includes the assessment of

predicted impacts,

3. design of mitigation measures: includes the conduct of trade-off analysis

and the design of the procedure for monitoring the environment.

During baseline studies, remote sensing data can be used to determine imponant

environmental parameters in the catchment areas as well as in the service area. For the

purposes of a baseline study a ground surveyor inventory is usually required, but this

is orten lime consuming (Chiao et aI., 1987) and expensive. When remote sensing data

is available, ground surveys are often nceded to obtain reference data. Inaccessible areas

can be described with the aid of remote sensing imagery which could not be done by

ground survey methods. Delineated features on the image can then be quantitatively

assessed.
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Satellite data are available regularly in Indonesia, therefore problems relatl.:d to W;lll:r

resources development can be detected and evaluated withollt delays. Basl.:d on thl.:

interpretation of these data and on the knowledge of the surface characteristics, propl:r

mitigation measures can be developed and implemented quickly.

3.4 Examples of Applications of Remotely Sensed Data

Remotely sensed data provide reJiabl~ information on the extent and the characteristics

of a particular feature. However, to identify what is presented in the remOle sensing

imagery, ground reference data are required. Previous studies and information from

persons knowledgable of the area involved are valuable in the design of the

environmental evaluation process. These measures reduce the time and effort required

for field observations for ground referencing.

To illustrate the use of remote sensing in water resources development, twO case studies

are presented. One of these is related to the hydropower development on the Lower

Churchill River in Labrador, Canada. The other development is in the South Kedu area

in Indonesia. Some environmental studies have already been carried out for the Canadian

project. In this thesis various kinds of remote sensing imagery are interpreted to

illustrate their usefulness in environmental studies for this area.
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3.4.1 The Lower Churchill River Development

Thc Churchill River basin is located in central Labrador, in eastern Canada. The river

is situated between 60° and 6"f' west longitude and 52° and 55° north latitude, and has a

watershed of about 90,000 km1 (Figure 3-6). The river flows to the east and eventually

empties into Lake Melville and the Atlantic Ocean.

Water resource developments on the Churchill River have been, and will continue to be

in the foreseeable future, exclusively for hydroelectric power generation. The first

development was the hydroelectric power plant installation at Churchill Falls, which

began operation in December 1971 (Smith, 1975). The Lower Churchill River

(downstream of Churchill Falls) is about 225 km long and is suitable for further hydro

development. The present proposal involves the installation of hydroelectric generating

stations at Muskrat Falls, about 44 km west of Happy VaHey/Goose Bay, a:td at Gull

Island, about 60 km further upstream (Figure 3-6). The dams at these two sites will be

designed 10 obtain potential head rather than to store water. The generating stations will

usc mainly the water released by the Churchill Falls power plant. With such an

operation, the draw-down of the Gull Island and Muskrat Fall reservoirs are limited to

six metres and one metre respectively (LCDC, 1980).

The presence of the dam at the lowermost generating station, and the created reservoir

will have a direct effect on the Churchill River down to the estuary. Other impacts of
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reservoir and dam construction at Gull Island will be similar. Therefore, the Muskrat

Falls was chosen to illustrate the use of remotely sensed data in environmental

Labrador is sparsely populated. Total population of Labrador according to the 1986

Ccnsus publication 92-109 was 28,741 in an area of 265,437.43 kml . There are two

population centres near the Churchill River, one is the town of Churchill Falls and the

other is Happy Valley/Goose Bay at the up stream and down stream ends of the Lower

Churchill River, rcspectively. In 1975, a Federal Environmental Assessment Panel was

established to review the proposed hydroelectric development project al Gull Island. Due

10 difticultics in obtaining financial support, the development was put on hold in 1976

(LeDrcw, Fudgeand Associates, 1991). In late 1978, the Lower Churchill Development

Corporation (LCDC). a crown corporation jointly owned by the Federal Government and

Ihc Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, was founded as the project was re-activated

and the Federal Environmental Assessment Panel established in 19'15 was reconstituted.

Following a review of the EIS the Federal Environmental Assessment Panel for this

proj«t issued a report (in December 1980) to the federal Minister of the Environment

Slating that the project could be acceptable provided certain environmental and socio

~'Conomic conditions were met (FEARO, 1980). Based on the repon, the Minister of the

Environment approved the project on December II, 1980, and released it from further

review under the Federal EARP (Govl. of Canada, 1980). However, construction has

not proceeded due to problems of energy marketing and financing difficulties
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(Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, 1990). Under thc proponcnt oflllC Hydro Gmup

of Companies this project was re-registered with thc Departmcllt of Environmcnt and

Lands of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador on 8 November 1990. A joint

Provincial and Federal EIA process will likely be conducted. (Hill. pers. coml1l, 199~:

Leeder, pers. comm. 1991: Jeffrey, pers. comm., 1991 ).

In the ten years following the 1980 approval of the projcct by 'he Minister of

Environment, engineering and environmental studies have continulxl. In the few

environmental studies which have used remote sensing, only acrial photographs acquired

in 1973 have been examined (Beak Consultants, 1978). Olhcr, morc rceell' remote

sensing data, including LANDSAT MSS and TM dnta of the area have been available,

but have not been used.

3.4.2 The South Kedu Development

The Indonesian project is located in the South Kedu arca on the south coast of Ccnlral

Java, The government agency that manages this project is Proyck Serbaguna Kcdu

Selaran (PSKS). ne important objective of PSKS is to develop water resources in the

area for agricultural irrigation. PSKS manages five main river basins in the South Kcdu

area (approximately 3,OClO km2): Cincingguling, Lukulo, Bcdegolan/Wawar,

JalilCakrayasan and Bogowonto (Figure 3-7). The South Kedu project also includes the
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Figure 3-7 South Ktdu Area, Central Java
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utilization of water for power generation. when e~cess w;llcr is available. However.

power generation is secondary to irrigation in this area.

There are three physiographic units within the project area: upJ:lIld. coasl:ll plain. and

sand dune areas. The upland is co\'ered by forest with cultivatl'<1 1:lIla and small villages.

Dry crops are prevalent in this area. Small irrigation systcms for ricc production nrc

already in existence. but most of Ihc arca relies on rainfall. The bulk of the hum:\1l

population in the South Kedu area live in the coastal plain. where lllost of the irrig:llillil

networks are located, About 10,000 ha of the coastal plain is ct:lssificd as a dl:pressiun

area. This area is subjected to yearly l100ding due to e~cessive rainfall in the rainy

season and it is also under cultivation for agricultural produclion during the dry season,

but the risk of losing crops due to sudden !loads is high. About 16.000 ha of sand dune~

arc located on the south coast. Although this area is not productive. it is also under

cultivation.

Some irrigation systems in the South Kcdu arca havc becn in cxistcnce for decades.

These comprise small weirs that divert rivcr water to the cultivaled land. In these

systems the water is abundant during the rainy season. The average annual min fall on

the coastal plain ranges from 2,100 to 2,800 mm. In the upper catchment areas the

annual rainfall generally varies from 3,000 mm at lower elevations to about 4,500 mm

at higher ones. However, some stations recorded several years with 5,000 mm to 6,000

mm of rainfall (ECI, 1978a and ECI, 1978b). Excessive water is available during thc
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rainy season which lasts about 6 months each year. Flooding is not uncommon on the

coastal plain. but during dry seasons there is usually insufficient water in the river for

diversion 10 the land.

Wilh an increasing population in the South Kedu area. there is an urgent need for

improvement of irrigation systems to increase agricultural production. The expansion

of cultivated land in Java would require reducing the forested areas. However. the

conservation of w:'llcr resources also dictates the maintenance of forest areas as all arable

land has been under cultivation. Therefore it will be preferable to increase agricultural

production with appropriate land and water management. Year round water is provided

through irrigation and the duration of floods and the size of nood areas is also controlled.

This ensures the optimum utilization of land. water, and human resources of the area.

The maSh~r plan of the South Kedu project calls for the construction of four major

multipurpose dams within the watersheds (Figure 3·1). Since 1978, two dams have

already been completed, the Semper dam on the Cincingguling river and the

Wadaslintang dam 00 the Bc<Icgolan river. The third dam is in the planning stage for

the Jali river. and a founh is planned for the Bogowonto river. These dams are located

in th~ upland regions, The existing Sempor and Wadaslintang reservoirs irrigate about

40.000 ha. The proposed Jali and Gegermenjangan system would irrigate another

45.000 ha.
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4. Methods

The research activities for this thesis included a literature review. data collection. issue

determination, and discussions with various experts. The data .....c~ collecled through

literature searches, personal communication and consultations, and by ancnding seminars

on the EIA process. The personal experiences of the author in water resources

development projects were a significant asset in conducting the research. Personal

communications and consultations were conducted with knowledgable persons from

Memorial University of Newfoundland. Department of Environments and Lands of the

Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, Environment Canada. Newfoundland Hydroll
,

and a private consuhing company, LeDrew, Fudge and Associates LimiIL'd.

4.1 Review of Environmental Impact Assessment Process in Waler Resources

Developments in Indonesia

Since one of the objectives of this thesis is the enhancement of the EIA process and

practices in lndonesia, a main source of information was Indoncs.ian EIA legislation.

Information on current environmental practices and issues was obtained from Indonesian

newspapers and magazines as well as an Indonesian news group through a computer

network. The review of the Indonesian experience with the EIA process was aimed at

" Acrown rDlcrprix r.!.IflOlISiblr: for hydropower dcvclopmrnts in r4cwl"oundlaDcl.
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finding the cause of the environmental problems resulting from water resources

developments. The Canadian federal Environment Assessment Review Process (EARP)

and the Newfoundland and Labrador EIA process and practices were used for comparison

and reference in enhancing the Indonesian ErA process.

Cultural characteristics of Javanese people that hamper active participation in the EIA

process were discussed. Appropriate methods of public participation and the role of

NGOs were presented as one of the solutions.

4.2 Usc of Remotely Sensed Data in Environmental Impact Assessment of Water

Resources Developments

Environmental impact assessment and impact evaluation should cover physical,

biological. and socia-economic aspects of the environment. There are various types of

imagery available to obtain data useful for the impact assessment.

The remotely sensed data of the Lower Churchill River were studied to obtain

information on the condition of the environment and to assess the expected impacts of

Muskrat Falls hydroelectric power development on river morphology. The

interpretation of images was carried out by the author with the aid of information already

available from various sources. The experience and knowledge gained in studying the
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environmental impact statement of the lower Churchill River Dcvelopment iIl11.! in

interpreting remotely sensed data of the Muskrat Falls area provided a background to

establish a proposed procedure for the South Kcdu area in Indonesia.

4.2.1 Remotely Sensed Data Available for the Study

The remotely sensed data available for this study comprised hard copics (pictures) of

satellite data, airborne imagery, and digital data in CCT (Computer Compatible Tape)

formal. All of the presented imagery were chosen such that every image was ccntrcd

around the proposed Muskrat Falls dam site_ Table 4-1 contains bricf descriptions of

these various imagery.

4.2.2 Interpretation Procedure

The remotely sensed data were interpreted to lind terrain characteristics that could be

used to provide data for baseline studies and/or 10 evaluate the environmental impacls of

the proposed dam. Most of the monitoring programs arc designed to detect

environmental changes of terrain features described in the bascline studies. The

procedures and identification methods
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Table 4·1 Imagery available to this study for the Lower Churchill Areal!

TYPE DATE BAND SCALE

NOAA 20-2-1973 Visible spectrum 1:9,000,000

LANDSAT
Hard-ropy:

MSS 20-9-1987 Band 2 (red) 1: I ,<XXJ,ooo
MSS 20-9-1987 Band 4 (near IR) "1,000,000
TM 20-9-1987 Colour composite band

1,2,3 1:500,000

Digital Data
MSS 20-9-1987 Bands 1, 2, 3,4
TM 20-9-1987 Bands 1, 2, 3
TM 11-10-1989 Bands 3,4,5,7

SEASAT SAR 19-9-1970 L (23.5 em) 1:150,000

Aerial imagery
Thermal scan 5-8-1973 thermal infrared 1:74,000
Colour infrared

photographs 5-8-1973 visible 10 near infrared 1:40,000
Natural colour

photographs 5-8-1973 visible 1:40,000
Natural colour

photographs 23-8-1988 visible 1:12,500

n.. lkliOil~d Ul'la'lIIlillll lIf th~ t~rml in lhil ,,",1~ (lI-lSS. TM, SARl ;1 provided in th~ Appendi. A.
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applied in the monitoring programs in general are similar to those used for the basdinc

stUdies.

In general three types of remote sensing are applied in environmelllal studies:

multi-spectral (band) remote sensing.

2. multi-stage (altitude) remote sensing. and

3. multi-temporal remote sensing.

Multi-spectral remote sensing is useful when the rel:cctanee characteristics of objects arc

known, therefore specific bands can be applied for the observation of a spccilic terrain

feature and/or its characteristics. Multi-stage remote sensing is required for different

purposes. For example many objects cannot be clearly observed on satellite imagery.

therefore lower altitude data su"; as aerial photographs or ground reference dala must

be obtained for the interpretation. Multi-temporal remote sensing is applied to investigatc

the change in terrain features over the course of time.

4.2.3 Interpretation .,fthe Remotely Sensed Data for Geology

Remote sensing for geological investigations encompasses the principles and tcchniqucs

of obtaining visual information and spectral analysis of optical and digital imagcs

(Williams Jr, 1983). This includes identification of spI:(:tral characteristics of different
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rock types and interpretation of geologic structures. Also, surficial geology is important

especially concerning the interrelationship between landform and vegetation cover.

Multi-stage remote sensing was applied starting from the interpretation of a small scale

(I :9,000,000) NOAA image. This was followed by the intr.:rpretation I: 1,000,000 scale

LANDSAT MSS, a 1:500,000 scale LANDSAT TM colour composite image of bands

I, 2, 3, a I:74,000 scale SEASAT SAR image, and a 1:40,000 scale stereo pair of false

colour infrared aerial photographs.

Multi-spectral interpretation was demonstrated by comparing LANDSAT MSS band 4

(ncar infrared) with LANDSAT MSS band 2 (red) and LANDSAT TM colour composite

image of band I, 2. 3. This imagery was interpreted in terms of bed rock, structural

geology. surficial deposits, and general land cover.

4.2.].1 Bedrock Geology

A suitable classification system of bedrock geology of the Lower Churchill River area

was deVeloped. Individual units of a particular classification system were identified and

delineated on the remOiely sensed imagery. There was no field visit made for this thesis.

The interpretation relied On previous environmental studies carried OUI concerning the
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The bedrock geology data were compiled from maps published by the Geological Survey

of Canada. The system used 10 interprel the bedrock geology of the Lower Churchill

area was provided in the Canadian Geological Survey maps (or Labrador. The maps

were prepared by Greene et al.. (1970). which cover the whole of Labrndor. and by

Stevenson (1965) which covers the area from Gul1lsland to Goose Bay. Two other m;\ps

which are still in their preliminary state were used for reference as well. These m;\ps.

covering the Lower Churchill area from Muskrat Falls to Goose Bay were prcparl'<i by

Wardle and Ash (1985) and Wardle and Crisby (undated). The relevant information on

all of these maps was transferred to the LANDSAT MSS band 4 and 10 the SEASAT

SAR images, to interpret the characteristics of Ihe geological features 00 Ihe illlnges.

On the NOAA image. observable lineaments were dcliocated. A geological llIap of

Canada prepared by Douglas (1969) was used to help with the interpretation.

4.2.3.2 Surficial Geology

The surficial deposits classification system was adopted from Fullon et al .. (I975) which

is based on the description and idenlificatioo of various landforms. The landforms arc

products of glaciation, further modified through erosion and deposition by glacial melt

waters, and by Ihe actions of modem day rivers aod streams. The delineation was made
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based on thc inlcrprclation of different land systems l
'.

In the first level of the classification each land system was identified and delineated on

a 1:500,000 LANDSAT TM data. Similarly, the identification and delineation were

carried out on I:40,000 scale infrared aerial photographs for the higher classification

level.

A I:250,000 scale surficial geology map of Labrador published by the Geological Survey

of Canada based on the works of Fulton (1986) was used for the interpretation. This

map was supported by preliminary maps at a scale of I :50,000 (Fulton and Hodgson,

1969) and a paper published in 1975 (Fulton et aI., 1975). For the higher level

classification. a report concerning surficial geology along the Lower Churchi11 River

provided by Beak Consultant (1978) was used for the interpretation.

4.2.4 Intcrprctation of the Remotely Sensed Data for Land Cover and Land Use

The Multi-stage remote sensing was applied similarly with the interpretation for geology.

At the same time. multi-spectral remote sensing was carried alit for mapping of various

terrain features. For an interpretation guide. a land cover and land use classification was

,. A I~nd ~y~'~m i~ d~fln~d liS allllru having r«urring llatkrn oftandrorm with homogeneous soil characteristics
lI,lI! $upl"Jrting ~ par'i~ullir 'Y~ of veg~tation (Bajzak. 197).
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developed tirs!. The area was divided into two main land regions1": llmdra and bm~al

forest (Rowe, 1972). The tundra was further divided into arclic tundra and c('lastal

tundra (Wilton, 1965), and the boreal forest was divided into several small regions b:lscd

on Rowe's (1972) work. These regions were delineated on the NOAA .and the

LANDSAT MSS imagery. Different spectral characteristics of each region as observed

on the imagery were used as the mapping guide, Higher classification level. the third

and higher, were based on spectral charactcristics of various terrail' features observed on

the LANDSAT TM and the aerial photographs. These fcatures were mapped on overlays

atlached to the imagery, and description of each terrain feature were provided, The

descriptions were based on the previous studies conceming the area, such as Lopoukhine

et al. (1977) and by Bajzak (1973).

4.2,5 Computer Assisted Interpretation Procedure

Computer assisted procedures were conducted using the VAX 8530 at the Centre for

Computer Aided Engineering (C·CAE) wilh the GPX Graphic terminal of the Faculty of

Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN). The

software available at C-CAE was limited to image enhancement and display of digi1al

numbers of pixel values,

10 llInd region i5 ~n ~re~ of 1~nd with .. 'erlll;n type of V(~elJll;unwhich rnilnif••l. II tli.I;llelivc ~l;lnille (/)lIjEllk,
1973)
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l-::.ach band of LANDSAT TM bands I, 2, 3 in the CCT were displayed separately, and

colour enhanced to provide visualization of tcrrain data at a larger scale than the hard

copy of I:500,000 scale imagery. This computer analysis was aimed at finding spectral

characteristics of terrain features in each band. Since a more sophisticated digital image

analysis system is not available at MUN the image analysis is concentrated around visual

interpretation of hard copy images.

A CCT containing LANDSAT MSS digital data of Central Java, Indonesia (where South

Kedu is located) was available, however. the computer al C-CAE was unable to read this

tape. Other available digital data containing the image of Churchill River were

LANDSAT TM bands 2,3,4,5, and 7, acquired in 1989 and LANDSAT MSS bands

1,2,3,4 acquired in 20 SeptemDer 1987. Due 10 the limited time of the stlldy and the

limitation of Ihe software for displaying various formats of the data, these digital data

were not analyzed.

4.:!.6 Asscssl11enl of Morphological Changes in the Lower Churchill River

As an example of the use of remolely sensed data in EIA, the morphological changes in

the Lower Churchill River were assessed. This assessment needed inspections of multi

tcmpornl remOlely sensed data. Besides 1:50,000 and 1:250.000 scales topographic

maps. the imagery presented in Table 4-2 were inspected.
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Table 4·2 Imagery inspected to assess the river morphological changes

TYPE DATE BAND SCALE

Thermal infrared
imagery 5 August 1973 7· 14 ~rn 1:74.000

Colour infrared
photographs
(23x23crn) 5 August 1973 visible 10 near 1:40.000

infrared

Natural colour
aerial 5 August 1973 visible \;40.000
photographs (7x7
em)

ditto
(23x23cm) 23 August 1988 visible 1:12.500

LANDSATTM
digitallape 20 September 1987 red

The morphological changes that look place within the last two uccaues were asscsscu.

and the changes that may take place in Ihe future concerning the hydropower

development at Lower Churchill were considered. The imagery were inspectcd for the

conditlOns of the river banks and the sand bars. A multi-temporal approach was applied

to assess the changes in river morphology during a 14 year period. The imagery

acquired after 1987 were compared with those dated 1973. The LANDSAT TM digital

tape was displayed to produce a 1:80,000 seale image. The red band was chosen as this

band produced the best contrast among the available bands.
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Continuous overlapping frames of venieal natural colour aerial photographs were

inspl.'Cted for the interpretation. They were acquired simultaneously with the thermal

imagery. However, daLa gaps were encountered because the river in certain stretches

was so wide that one side of the river could not be imaged on the aerial photos due to

their scale and format. In such cases, the colour infrared transparencies, also in

continuous overlapping frames, were used.

The use of the natural colour and the colour infrared aerial photography represents a

l1lulti-spectral approach. The false colour infrared imagery provided a kind of

enhancement for the identification of some features such as tributaries or water bodies

covered by vegetation. These could be better observed on these images than on the

nalUral colour pictures. However, the location of sand bars under water and turbidity

of water can be seen only on the natural colour photographs, as the infrared radiation is

absorbed entirely by water.

The multi-stage approach was applied in this sequence: thermal infrared imagery, natura!

and false colour infrared photographs. and ground survey as reported in the EIS for the

Lower Churchill development (LCDC, 1980). These imagery represent the condition in

1973. The river bed condition after 1987 was observed on the LANDSATTM and MSS

imagery (highest altitude) and on the large scale natural colour aerial photographs (lower

altitude).
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Based on these observations, the morphological changes were discllssl'd. Till' main

change that ise)(~ted to occur is the reduction in scdimcllt discharge released by the

reservoir in the future. This change will disturb the equilibrium of sediment transport

in Ihe river, that will result in a river bed degradation and slumping of the river banks,

The regions where slumping and erosion will likely occur are identified on the various

remotely sensed data.

4,3 Use of Remotely Sensed Data for the Environmental Impact Assessmenl of Water

Resources Development in the South Kedu Area - A Procedure

Since the author was far removed from Indonesia, only limited data wcre available for

this part of the research, Nevertheless, a procedure is provided for an appropriate

environmental assessment and a plan is presented indicating the possible usc of remotely

sensed dala for this particular project area.

Three basic sources of information were available for the South Kedu area: the

knowledge and the experience of the author, previous environmental studies, and some

maps available for the area, A description of the climate and the terrain condition in

general is provided by Eel (1978a and 1978b), Another study conducted by Universitas

Diponegoro (1988) provides terrain data for the Wadaslintang catchment area, The latter

is considered represenlative for the whole upland of the South Kedu area, Several
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topographic maps (1:25.000) of the wetland and lIle sand dune areas and a map covering

the whole South Kcdu area having a scale of 1:130.000 were available for this study.

The Soulll Kedu map shows riven in the area and the irrigated areas with the irriga1ion

network.

Physiographic and land coverlland use classifications are proposed using these data. A

flow diagram of reservoir impoundment impacts is also prepared based on the experience

of the author in the South Kedu area and a review of studies elsewhere. The required

remote sensing data arc determined by judging what available system ean provide the

necessary data for environmental impact assessment and monitoring purposes. The type

of imagery to be used is also influenced by the local conditions concerning vegetation

cover and l.locl use practices.

The impacts flow diagram classifies the physical, biological. and socio-economic impacu.

In general. the methods to interpret terrain data using remotely sensed data concerning

these impacts are provided. Ho.....evtr, a more detailed impact assessment and other

studies should be made by eJ:perts in each area to obtain pertinent information on lIle

impact of each dam construction.
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5. Environmental Impact Assessment of \Vater Resourrl's

Developrnents in Indonesia

There arc always time and financial constraints in conducting an EIA, therefore baseline

studies in the EIA process should prioritize "valued ecosystems" thaI may be advcrsdy

affected by the projttt (Beanlands and Duinker. 1983 and Bcanlands, 1988). Scicntists.

experts, and the public may have different views regarding the value or the importance

of an ecosystem. It is difficult to identify public concerns in the Javanese socicty. The

inherent silence, passivity, and acquiesence of Javanese people make it difficult to find

out their preferences and their social problems related to a development. In IItc

following sections the shortcomings of the regulations for the conduct of an E1A in

Indonesia and the inherent cultural characteristics that hamper active public p.1rticipation

are explored and possible alleviation of these problems is discussed.

5.1 Public Participation in Decision Making Process

Public participation is important in any development process. However, the perception

of participation varies. Many administrators and bureaucrats in Indonesia perceive public

participation as public support for the government's programs (Salltosa. 1990). III other

cases the collection of information for consideration by decision makers has been

classified as pUblic participation. Hlun (1988) states thaI in those cases, what happens
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is 'public involvement' rather than 'public participation', Public participation occurs

when people are active in directing the decisions. Nevertheless. HlUn (1988) emphasizes

the importance of public involvelm!nt in improving the effectiveness of an EIA study by

gathering information from people adversely affected. by the development and by

exchanging views about their pera=ptions and concerns,

5, LI Public Participation as Provided for by the Regulations

Public participation in the Canadian federal EARP and Newfoundiand and Labrador ETA

processes involves three steps; public information, public review and comments, and

public hearings. In the Canadian EARP process, once the environmental assessment of

a project is taken beyond the intemallnitial Environmental Evaluation (lEE), the public

may be involved at various stages, In the event of an EIS, the appointed panel conducts

meetings in the appropriate communities, The expressed concerns are then used in the

guidelines for the p~paration of the EIS and to establish the scope of the work. After

the proponent submits the E1S, the panel holds Mother series of public hearings to obtain

comments on the findings of the EIS. Public comments are invited by the panel and by

Ihe proponent throughout the review process (FEARO. 1987), This potentially high level

of public participation forces the pro(Klnent 10 carefully consider public opinion and

attitudes concerning the proposed project.
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In Newfoundland and Labrador, the Minister invites wrinen comments from the public

when a proponent registers their proposal. Under the EI/I'iroJ1//1('l1wl A.I'.\'('.I'SIJ/I'11I A('! of

J980, ·,hl.' propOll!!lI! shall proviue all 0pp0rflll1i,)' lor illler('J!('U IIIl'//Ibas II! ,h(' pl/hlie

to //lee! wi!II !lilli, I'specially lViii/iII or immeuiardy aujat'l'lIIl1J (Iu' gl'ogrtlphica/ llI'I'{/ of

,he proposeulilluerraking, ....., To comply with this act, the proponent is to design an

information exchange program that has to be approved by the MOE. In practice, public

participation is provided for in four ways (Trimper, pen. comm., 1991).

The MOE invites wriuen comments from the public following registration

of the project by the proponent. These comments can be made at any

time during the EJA process.

2. The proponent conducts public meetings to provide information on the

proposed project. and to obtain the concerns of the local community about

the environmental impacts that may occur.

3. The proponent may meet with the public to provide an opportunity to

review the EIS.

4, The MOE provides a public hearing if there is an indication of strong

pUblic concerns about the project (Govl. of NOd., 1984)

In this EIA process, beside the intrinsic likelihood that the project creates public

concerns, the intensity of public participation will depend on the effectiveness of the

information exchange program of the proponent and the announcement by the MOE.
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In the Indone~ian EJA regulations (Gm'{'mmenl RegullJtion 110. 29. 1986, clUIISI' 31).

public Jhlrlicipalion is stipulaled as follows (Gov!. of Indonesia, undated).

Any proposal which needs an EIA shall be published by the agency

responsible for the proposal.

2. The PIL, the ANDAL, the RKL, the RPL, and the associated decisions

are open to public scrutiny.

3. The openness. as stipulated in the above subclause, is practi~ed as

participation of the public in giving their opinion and ideas, orally or in

wriling, to the nalional EIA Commission or to the provincial EIA

Commission before lhe permit is granted for the proposal.

These clauses give the public a chance to participate in [he EJA process. According 10

this clausc. participation is in the form of the right of the public to be informed, and in

the form of a right to express ideas and concerns through the ETA Commission. In

another p.1rt of the regulation, an opportunity for pUblic participation is provided for

adversely affected people and NGOs to be represented in the ETA Commission (EIA

/'i'gll/millil no. K£P-53IMENKLHI6IJ987).

Three stages of public participation also exist in the Indonesian EtA process. Regarding

infnrmation to lhe public, the Indonesian EIA regulations mentions that to satisfy clause

J I (subclause I) stated previously, the announcements can be made through mass media

andfor they can be posted on the information board of the initiating department (Gov!.
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or Indonesia. 1987). Public review and comments are pro\·id...-d ror by :Jllllwing wriUcn

ideas. opinions. and concerns to be submined to the EIA Commission. An o~n publk

hearing or public meeting is not explicilly provided ror in thc rcgul:Jlion. Howc\"Cr.

people can be involved in the project review lhrough their rcprc~ntali ....c in.thc EIA

Commission.

Concerning the EIA Commission, Santosa (1990) has Ihe rollowing criticisms:

the inclusion or non permanenl members dc~nds on the discretion or Ihe

decision makers.

2. there is no clear definition or who will be advcrsely arrl.'CtL'd by the

project,

3. the decision maker can decide who will represenl Ihe allvcrscly arr...'CII.'lI

people and the NGOs,

4. lack or a budget ror collecting and analyzing data means lhal NGOs <tnll

adversely arrccted people have no substantial inpulto Ihe commission,

~. pressure ror a consensus on the commission will din.'Ct the adversely

arrected people and the NGO to a decision maker's (and thus the

proponents) point or view.

These criticisms lead to a conclusion that the EIA Commission has a pro developmenl

bias (Santosa, 1990).
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5. 1.2 Methods of Public Participation and Their Applicabilities in the South Kedu Area

Meaningful public participation can be obtained only if the method used is appropriate

fnr the panicipants. Public information through newspapers for example, will not be

effective in a poorly educated society where a significant proportion of the people cannot

read. There arc also cultural constraints lllat have to be considered, such as the passivity

and acquiescence of Javanese people as previously described.

Santosa ([990) conducted a study on varicus public panicipation methods. The methods

described in his study comprise: public hearings, brainstorming, nominal group

discussions, public opinion surveys, advisory committees, and action or participation

research. The following paragraphs presem the description of each method and"its

applicability in the South Kedu area.

A~ has a formal character, that provides an opponunity only to people who

commonly speak before an audience. Good representatives are required in such a forum.

Opposition concerns are not easy to express when there is an authoritative relation in the

forum. Authoritative relation in this case means the presence of "respectful" persons

such as representatives of the government. This situation may impede real

communication. and thus the real concerns of people may be difficult to ascertain.
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The difticulties in expressing opposing concerns still occur in the hr!liml!llillim/ '

method. In the nominal group discussjQnn, this problem is partly solwd by expressing

the concerns in wriling. Written expression also helps pt.'(lple who an.: nut able to spc:lk

before others. A small group of not more than ten who know c:lch other is effl.'Ctive in

these melhods. A community that consists of hundreds of households. however, has [0

conduct this method through representatives or in scwral stagcs. In these cilses the real

concerns of people may not be represented in the forum.

A public opjniQn survey may consist of personal interviews. mailed queslionnnircs. \lr

phone surveys. Phone interviews are nQt applicable in r::,note places in the South Kedu

area. Mail surveys arc rather diflicull to conduct as peopk: in Ihe project area arc

usually poorly educated. For example in the Wadaslintang project area, 75% of lhe

populatiQn have only attcnded elementary school (Universitas Diponegoro. 1989).

AllhQugh they can read and write, expressing ideas in writing is difticult. and may lead

to a mis-interpretatiQn of their ideas. Personal interviews can generally be carried out,

but there is often suspicion regarding the objectivity of the interviewer (Santosa, 1990).

The advisory cQmmi!lee method involves a committee consisting of several persons who

work together to prepare recommendations for decision makers. The EIA Commission

In brainstorming. pcoille gd 10j;elhet to c~llren their opinions, itJus, and cuncerM 011 II parlicullir pruhlcm.
IthHSlo becont!uclCdinMnun.'Ilructu'cd manrwr. Early c,il;ci.mofthcop,ni'ms"fllmcmbcrhavCluhe
IIvoidedlocncouragcspontancityliooplirticipaliunofidlmcmhus.

This method il similar 10 hrMinSlorming. but the illciLl, opinion., Mild concc,ns Mrt! uprc....d in wrilililt.
Discussionoflhe ide"" iSCllrried oullo prio,ili~.lbc concerns IOWlllds II flll..l cOllCluli"n.
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in Ihe Indone~ian EIA process is an eumple of this type. In some cases. a limited

number of people may make Ihe work simpler. The weakness lies in the limilalion of

each member's capacity to represent people's concerns.

Aclion/parljcimlljon mcarch is a melhod to collect social dala and to solve problems in

a community with Ihe researcher being merged with people in Ihe community. The

following are the rules outtina' by Santosa (1990) for conducting this type of research,

"/, nu.' rl'.I'l'un;hu clldeamllrs to idcllfij'y himself willi Ille pcopll'.

2. nit, (('worcher should combinc his cri,icul insigh, and knowledge wi'" 'he

l/mlrr,l'Ilmding af/d re,Wl/rces of,lIl' locul people to generute UII uwurcntm

.if11ll' pmh!ell/s inhibiting Ihl' social progress of Ihe commtmity.

J. 77/1' Irelll/lqlll' cannot bt thOI of mere dura gUlhering, bm f1/t/Sl

un'/mll/mdure un uahor Mdeol'Our to underslurullhe condilions IInderlying

(""llIl11l11iry problems wilh a view to finding solllliom 10 such problt'ms,

4. 17/e ,eelmiqlle ammll/IS 10 an t'ducolional process for both Iht' rt'searcher

unJ ,hl' cWIIlI/unity Ihrough clost' Inruoction sllch as thorough dialogue

und disCUJSirm.

5, 17u'll'clllliqlle shrJtl/d t?s!"cllhe peoples capability to produce knowledge,

ulld 'heir p(}fcnriul to anolyu II. Hence /, challenges Ihe nmlon Ihol only

professional rCSt'orchcrs can gcnenue knowledge for meaningfiJl social

r('jim,,",
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The important point is the involvement and participation o( ~oplc Whll will ~nefit hy

the rC5ear..:h. This type of res~arch can be appliL'd to encourage puhlic participation in

problem solving. For the South Kedu area, this method is suit;lblc. in which clllSC

interaction created by the researcher and the people through dialogue, discussilln, and

mutual work may overcome the problem of the silent culture, and avoid an authoritative

relationship, In this way, real concerns of people and problellls in the community C,Ill

be determined. When the problems are understood, improvement of facturs inhibiting

social progress, such as education, health, economic conditions and welfare in gencml

can be carried out properly.

5.1.3 Non-Governmental Organizations in Indonesia

According to the records of the Directorate General of Social Issues and Polilics, in Ihe

Ministry of Home Affairs, there are close 104000 NGOs in Indonesia (Anon., 19911).

The real number may be much more than this figure. They exist everywhere in Ihe

country, in big cities as well as in the rural areas. [n general, their operations arc based

on the same ideals: they are concerned about the future of the nation, the Slate, and the

planet, as well as poverty, the population explosion, human rights, and the environment.

They believe that this planet should be managed in a way to provide a belter qualilY uf

life and to save the environment for future generations (Anon., 199 [I).
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The oldest NGO with the above kind of concerns in Indonesia is the organization for

family planning (Perkumpulan Keluarga Berencana Indonesia, PKBI). It was founded

in 1957 when the political belief was that the state would be stronger if the population

was larger {Anon., 19911). After the realization that the population explosi<!n was a

problem. this organization received strong support from the government in the 19705.

A board for national family planning coordination was founded. The head of this

government board is direcl1y responsible to the President of the Republic of Indonesia.

At the S:l1llC time, the President also appointed a Siate Minister of Population and the

Environment (MPEl.

In the 19705 NOOs with a concern for the environmenl were founded every where in

Indonesia. The largest one is WALHI (Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia) that acts

as a national coordinator of the environmental NGOs (Anon., 19911). WALHI was

founded in 1980. The concern oflhe government about the environment is shown by the

existence of the MPE. The MPE has the task of designing and planning policy

concerning development and environmental protection. However, as a state Minisler,

the MPE has 110 power with regard to the conduct of developments which are executed

by other ministries. This has resulted in difficulties in avoiding or reducing the

deterioration of lhe environment. There has been a lot of criticism in this regard by

NOOs (Arimbi, 1991). Eventually the government founded the Board of Environmental

Impact Control (Badan Pengendalian Dampak Lingkungan, BAPEDAL) in 1990. The

head of the board at the moment is the same person as the MPE, and is directly
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responsible 10 the President of the Republic of Indonesia. "tthe mom..:nt. lhc lhr\.~ n1.1in

tasks of the BAPEOAL inelude the conlrols of hazardous malerial, pollution in gcncrnl.

and the conduct of EIA (Anon., 1990).

An NGO that operales in the area of legal assistance and human rights has a \wy

important role in water resources development. It provi&s information on human and

legal rights and it assiSIS the people in raising their concerns Wilh parliamcnt In gt'llcral

this NGO, which is known as the Institute for Legal Assistance (Lernbaga D.lnluall

Hukum, LBH) gives assistance to people who arc politically or economically powerlc!Os

(Anon., 1991f).

NGOs in Indonesia. which have the same concerns as NGOs aU over the v..Otld. are p.lrl

of the internalional NGO network. PKBI, the organization for family planning is

associated with the International Planned Parenthood Federation OPPF) in London

(Anon., 1991f). This international organization gives financial support to PKBI. Other

NGOsalso get financial support from foreign NGOs, from foreign and In~ian priV2tc

companies, and from foreign government institutions and multilateral agencics. For

example. CIDA (Canadian International Development Agency), a Canadian govemment

agency, provided Can. S 5.4 million for 13 Indonesian NGOs in 1991. USAID, an

American government agency, provided USS 3.15 million in 1991-1993 (Anon., J99Il).

There arc also NGOs that do not like to accept foreign funds. For example, thc Centre

for Information and Forest Environment Management (Posat lnformasi '.Jan Pengclolaan
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Ungkungan HUlan Indonesia, PIPLI) is founded and funded by Indonesian forestry

resource comp.1nics (Anon., 1991f).

The limitation and weaknesses of the EIA Commission as an advisory commiuee as

dcscril>ed in section S.l.!, has meant that the NGOs are ralher reluctant to partic1i\a.te

in the work ofEIA Commissions. In its program WALHI has put great emphasis on the

campaign for environmental awareness in people rather than working with EIA

Commissions in Ihe EIA process (Arimbi, 1991). WALHI tries 10 enhance

environmental awareness first. to create public concern. Often, during the planning of

development. conlliets of interest can occur. hI such cases, public concerns may be

ignored or arc considered to have lower priority, depending on the intluence that the

pel-,plc may have. In some cases in lndone~ia pC<lple have protested against projects that

crcatl'd adverse effecls. This might never happen if people's concerns were considered

prior 10 the approval of the projccl. It is importanl for people to clearly and effectively

express their concerns. When people express their concerns in a more effective way,

the decision maker (the government) will be more likely to pay altention. Participation

of ~ople through NODs is more effective than concerns thai are directly raised by

individual persons. With the existence of NODs the grass roots of sociely have greater

intluence.
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5.::! Examples of Environmental Issues in Walcr Resources Projccts in Indonesia

Environmental impact studies of developmcnls h,wc been practised in Indonesia silll.'C

1970. Normall)' EIA documents for waler resoul'Ct5 dc\'elopmcnts that were similar to

current PIL and ANDAL werc~ included in the feasibility study to comply with tlk:

requirement of an (international) funding agency. As the standaTl.Illl..'lI procl.'lIurc was not

introduced 1987, those documents were usually of low quality compan:d wilh the current

PIL or ANDAL.

Several environmental studies conducted in the late 1970s revealed serious concerns aoout

the impacls of W3ter resources developments. The emphasis of the studies was on the

social impacts of the relocation of people. An uample is the impact of the Saguling

dam in West Java. This dam was constructed for hydro power generation in early 1980.

The following examples also include Tapak River and }(ooungombo, which an,:

environmental cases lhat have been extensively covered in the Indonesian mass media.

The Wadaslinrang case is from the author's per.iOl\al experience; here the practice of

action/panicipalion re.search in solving an environmental problem is described.

5.2.1 Relocation Impact of the Saguling Dam

The Saguling dam was constructed for hydroele<:lric power generation. This project
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relocated 14,000 people. The dam was under construction when the environmental law

was promulgated. During Ihe feasibility study in the 19705, a sur'..ey was carried OUI on

the reservoir and dam sites, but there was no formal informatioo given to people with

regard to the plan. This caused rumours amongst the people that resulted in many people

selling their land at a low price. They were afraid that lhe price might be even lower

if they took compensation from the government. A study that was conducted later

revealed Ihat lhe amount of land owned by the arfected people at the time of payment of

compensation had decreased by 25% from thaI in the period before the feasibility study.

Further, the study found thaI the earnings of relocated people decreased by 15% from

lhal in the period before the dam was construcled, Panic selling had deprived people of

lhe level of compensation they could lIave obtained (Santosa, 1990).

There was no public prOlest regarding this impact. If a complaint was raised,

goycmmenl officials would answer thai people \I.'ould live better if they transmigrated.

So, people accepted their conditions as if it was their fate, Another finding includes a

perception by local government offieials that giving information to affected people would

create tensions and protests. The local government was also of the opinion that

mainlaining secrecy would guarantee a smootll implementation of the project (Sanlosa,

1990).

The project was completed without any obvious social problem. Javanese people

conlributed to this by being passive and acquiescent and they did not identify their less
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ofin..:ome.

5.2.2 Relocation Impact of the Kedungombo Dam

Another example occurred in the development of the K~'tIungol1lbo dam. The

construction was staned in 1985 and the inauguration was held in 1991. There was a

problem regarding the amount of compensation to be paid. More lhan 1000 out of S3l\{)

households resisted movement from their land. The construction went on, while the

government kept on persuading these people to move. These people rejected

transmigration as a solution. As an alternative, houses. land, a school, and other

community facilities were provided close to the reservoir. Some of them accepted the

offer, but still about 600 households refused 10 move. The reservoir impoundment was

slaTled, these people gradually moved to the side of the reservoir as the water level rose.

Eventually they sellied in an area that was provided for the green behll associated with

the reservoir. No building is allowed in this region, but they arc there. This dam has

become a big environmental and human rights issue in Indonesia (Anon., 1991b, anon.,

1991c, anon., 199Id).

Public protests concerning the Kedungombo dam do not reflect the acquiescence of

Javanese people. NGDs have been very active in this case. The NGDs were successful

::l Grton bdl is a region alonll the re~rvoir shoreline ulondllli up 10 len Hwtu ~IwJVe the re..... rvoir wrface
c1e~Klion. This region is rdore51cd 10 protect the re""'~lIir bank ftllm crosion.
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in lobbying the government to provide a resettlement area nearby the reservoir, although

for this purpose some forest had to be sacrificed. The result was that most of the people

who had r~sisted movement from the reservoir area accepted the offer to move to the

rescnlcmcnt area (Arimbi, 1991).

5.2.3 Action/Participation Research in the Wadaslintang Dam Development

The relocation and compensation process in the Wadaslintang dam project in South Kedu

area rcsulled in about 42 % of the relocated people transmigrating to Sumatra,

Kalimantan, and Sulawesi (Universitas Diponegoro, 1988). In their new place, they have

much more land than they previously had. The people were motivated to transmigrate

by previous transmigrants from Wadaslintang who were successful in their new land.

The remaining 48% stayed in the vicinity of the reservoir. Arter the reservoir was

developed previous inhabitants in the vicinity of the reservoir and the relocated people

had to share their land, with the result both group had less land.

In order for the development to be environmentally benign a program had to be provided

for the people who stayed around the reservoir. One task that had to be fulfilled by the

Proyek Serbaguna Kedu Selatan (PSKS), the government agency that manages the water

resources developments in the South Kedu area, in ·he Wadaslintang dam project was "to

dl.'l·e!op IIpsrrrum IUlld Wid wOlrr maf/agement practices, which are designed to reduce
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erosivn amI sl'dimt'fII filII-off Ihro/lgh Ihe prolllmioll of rt'fiJrl'SflJli!m tllld ",hl'r P'llfH.',.

land lise nlt'GSlireS, It'rr/lcing Gild other pll)'sical C/lIISt'n'lI/ion "'('IISl/fI'S· (Eel, 1978b),

This task was implemented as a greening programlJ in the catchment area. The

objective of the greening program is (I) to maintain a minimal erosion rate in the

catchment area to keep the reservoir sustainable, and (2) to utilize the land resources in

the catchment area in an advantageous manner for the inhabitants. High market value

fruits were planted in these areas to increase people's earnings.

The inventory of critical landsll in the Wadaslintang reservoir catchment area in 1983

revealed that about 3010 hOI could be categorized in this class (Hartuno, 1987). In order

to prevent development on these critical lands the greening program had to be

implemented in a way th~,t people could receive benefits, and thus vOluntarily maintain

the land. In ordcr to achieve this criterion the program had to proville what people

needed, and what they wanted, In addition, it had to be determined why the land was

critical. These factors are described in the following paragraphs.

The investigation was implemented by conducting the following steps:

identification of farmer's problems through Observation, dialogue and

discussion,

A greening progr8m is Mn cITortlo p\8nt vegellition to improYe IImd productivity and III prutect Ille 18nd (rum
erosion.

;:j A piece oflRnd is considerederilical if it is non·Ycguated,infetlile, on a.tc~p slope and l1lLIa chatactef for
eontributionloahidlrateoferwion.
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solution to farmer'~ problems by giving guidance on how (0 conduct

proper [and management, introduction of marketable crops. supply of

seedlings, fertilizer and other supporting materials,

J. greening campaign and competition.

This program had to be conducted in an informal way in order to be adapted to the

passivity of Javanese people. A formal program would have made it difficult for them

to slate tlu:ir concerns and preferences.

Through discussion. interviews, and observation. the following problems were identified

(H:Htnno, 1987).

The area was isolated, so ideas from outside were rare, markets for their

products were limited.

Improp.:r land management, such as poor terracing, very little spaces

octWl,.'en trees, and inadequate maintenance efforts occur due to lack of

knowledge.

•1. The low level of education restricted transfer of idea~.

Besides improper land management, critical land was generally produced by the

exhaustive exploitation of the relatively high population in the area.

The access road used by the dam project during construction was expected to break Ihe

isolation and create better access for marketing farm products. So, part of the first
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problem would be automatically sol\'cd, The Slc'cond prohlcm could be snlved hy

guidance in better farming practices. Howc\'er, a spccitie method \\',IS required tu

improve the transfer of ideas to solve the third problem, ponr educ;l.titln,

With regard to the sccond problcm, il was realizcd that thc high popUl,ltiurI le\'eI had

caused seriOllS pressure on land resources, Thus, thc land hal! ttl be made highly

productive through selecti\'e planting of economic crops and prop.:r land managcment.

This included extensive planting of elephant grass to protectterr.\ces and to proVide ~'aUlc

food in the area, The latter was imponant bccause caUle frcquently dcstroyed the

terraces.

The greening program eoncerncd 16 villages in the catchment arca illld one vilhlge

located just downstream of the dam site. The method uscd for cach vil!;lge was dirferent.

The approach used was to work with people to make dcmonstration plllts: at le;lSt one

or which ','.as situated in each village. In these plots, pro[)Cr land cultivation illld

maintenance methods were practised,

In one village this idea was rejected, In this village people accepted the seedlings

supplied by PSKS, took them home, and planted them in their own yard. The sccdlings

were various kinds of fruit plants of high economic value in the market. It was difficult

for PSKS staff to provide adequate time to ensure that tho~ plants w~re planted and

maintained properly.
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In anulhcr villagc some people workcotogcthcr in a particular plot owned by one of the

residents. The owner of the land would receive 50% of the yield of the first live year's

of harvesls, Ihe other 50% would belong to the workers as long as both parties

mainlaincdlhc plants. For several months there was good cooperation, bUI lal~r on the

land owner worked alune. It took at least two years before the harvest of the planes. al,d

people were not willing to work on somebody else's land for this period.

Ilcsides working nn dcrnonstriltion plots, guidance was given through home visits. These

visits gave direct guidance on how to fertilize properly, and other cultivation and

maintcn,lllce practices. Exchanges of ideas occurred during this activity. In most cases

pctlple followed the guidance bceause PSKS staff always visited them and worked with

thcm, to ensure that they carried out the maintenance properly. The efforts included Ihe

maintenancc of existing trees to increase their production. On the other hand PSKS staffs

learned from people's experience in adapting to nature, especially in overcoming natural

hazards such as slope failure. The combined knowledge was used to givl: further

guidance. The PSKS staff vi~iled the farmers in informal ways to prevent the feeling of

hl.'ill~ ins~cll'(/: they visited the people's houses, talked with them and tried 10 solve

their problems. People had 10 fp.elthal they had done everything for and by themselves.

The supply of seedlings. fertilizer. and other supporf 19 materials was also restricted.

The intention was to make people aware that they can provide all the necessary materials

Ihel11s"'vcs.
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It took tWO years bc(orc cvcntually Illany people followcd thc guidant'c: this Ilnly

occurred after they saw the results of the first harvest. The demonstration plut thell

provided the seedlings for them. Finally. the greening pmgram w;\s accelerated wilh;\

competition between villages and bctwl,.'Cn farmers. The competition was carried \Jut hy

the local government with PSKS as the sponsor. [n 1987, after four yc:ars, the critkal

land was reduced to only 15~O ha (Hartono, 1987). which was a rc:duction Ilf ahllut SU%.

It was not easy to dctermil1l: peuple' Hum,:erns in Wadaslinlang. They Ililly llcccptec.lthat

something was good alter a real e!tamplc has been shown. They only related 10 directly

applied e.~amph:s. Direct involvement of people and participation in doing the work fnr

themselves is required. This example shows how action/participation research wmks ill

investigating people's problems and to find solutilll1s.

5.2.4 Industrial Pollution in Ihe Tapak River

The following example is not of a water resources development issue, but it is an

example of the role of NGOs in managing an environmental problem. Several NGDs had

campaigned for a boycott of the production of eight industries in Semarang, Central Java,

following heavy pollution in the Tapak River. The Tapak River is a small ditch, only

about one meter wide. After this area was developed into an industrial estate, in J977,

the river became heavily polluted. Sixty-six domestic wells were polluted as well as rice-
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fields and tambaksl~. The complaints of people were never addressed by the company

until IS NGOs campaigned 10 boycollthe products of the industries (Anon .. 199Ii).

The Governor of Central Java and thc Mayor of Semarang did not support the adversely

affected group of people: the group consisted of 249 households with less than 1000

peoplc. This numher is less than the 5,000 workers of the industries that were threatened

with uncmployment if the boycol1 was successful. After failing to persuade the people

Iltll to prosecute. the industries and the government agreed 10 solve the problem through

medi;llion. A commince was formed. which consisted of the representatives of the

government, the industries, and the NGOs including the Institute for Legal ASSIstance

(LBHl, and BAPEDAL. Through the mediation process, the eight industries agreed to

compcnsc1lc the farmers and the shrimp breeders for the damage caused by the pollution.

The industries also agreed to rehabilitate the rice fields and the tambaks. The provincial

government subsidized one-third of the cost of rehabilitation. The industries had to

install a proper sewage treatment plant (Anon., 199Ig).

In Indonesia a campaign was launched in 1991 for legal action against environmental

abuses. More than 400 compnics were prosecuted (Anon., 1991h). The MPE,

encouraged this action and hoped LO obtain feedback on shortcomings in the legislation

(Arimbi, 1991). The case of the Tapak River is one example in which the MPE

supported the adversely affected people and the NGOs (Anon., 199Ig).

;Il A ·."mhllk' i~ ;, hrill:kish WR1~r pond. III IndonuiR Ihis I~ of pond is utensivdy USold fo~ shrimp or milk fish
hr~~dinJ;.
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6. Remote Sensing in Em'ironmental Impact Assessment or W<ltl'r

Resources Developments

Remote sensing is an invaluable tool for economically gathering infurmation f(lr lar~1:

areas, and thus it is an important tool in environmcnt'll impact asscss11lcnL Thcse

applications include the design and the conduct of baselinc (prl:-dcvclopmcnt) studies. thl:

prediction and quantification of impacts frOIll thl: proposed dcwlnpl11elll. amJtlle design

and conduct of effects evaluation and of compliance with munitoring prugr;lllls. U.'lsdinl:

studies refcr to a description of conditions ex:isting at a point in limc against which

subsequent changes can be detccted through monitoring (l3canlands. 1988). This

definition implies that in the process of EIA. the baseline studies provide the before

project record. while monitoring gives the aftcr-project measurcment.

In order to understand the interpretation of the presented imagery by those who arc nlll

familiar with remote sensiliJ. a brief description of the various systems is provided.

6.1 Remotely Sensed Data Collection System

Remote sensing is an activity for the collection of terrain data using renectance and/or

emissive characteristics of objects concerning electromagnetic energy. There are three
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major components in this activity: the electromagnetic energy, the sensors. and the

platform. Specific terrain data can be collected if its reflectance characteristics are

und~rstOOl.l; appropriate sensors have to be used in accordance with the reflectance

charact~ristics; and an appropriate platform sensor combination should be used.

depending on the n..-quiremellts for the data.

6.1.1 Electromagnettc Spectrum

i\ r~motc s~nsing systcm records the extent of electromagnetic energy reflected or

~mitt~d from a terrain surface which provides information on its characteristics. The

characteristic of a surface or an object eKhibited by various wavelength bands is termed

its spectral r~sponse paltern. The spectral patterns of various objects, either natural or

man made. can be obtained using electromagnetic energy sensors. The sensors include

photographic and video cameras, thermal and multi spectral scanners, and passive and

active microwave sensors. The platforms on which the sensor is mounted and the optics

of the sensors will determine the eXlenl of area coverage and the frequency of data

acquisition. The commonly used platforms are helicopters, airplanes, satellites, and

space shuttle vehicles.

A series of electromagnetic energy having different waves with increasing length is

termed the electromagnetic spectrum (Table 6-1). The wave length, due to its wide
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range. is commonly expressed in micrometer (~m. I JIm "" lOft 111). millim~lr~ (lIUll).

centimetre (cm). and mctre(m).

Table 6-1 Electromagnetic Spectrum

NOMINAL NAME OF BANDS WAVE LENGTH

gamma rays lO'ft fllll

x-rays 10'" Jllll

ultra violet 10- I ,..m

visible light:
blue 0.4 - 0.5 JIm

green 0.5 - 0.6 JIm

<cd 0.6 - 0.7 Jllll

Ilcar infra red 0.7 - 1.3 JIm

rnidinfrared l.J-JJlI1l

thermal infra red 3-14J1m

microwave I mm-1OOcm

television and radio J m or larger

The major source of electromagnetic energy is the sun. As it reaches the surface of the

earth the t:lectromagnetic energy is renected, absorbed, and transmitted by terrain

features. The reflected energy in the visible part of the spectrum (blue. grccn. red)

enables people to perceive the existence of various objects. The amount of reflected

and/or emitted electromagnetic energy in the various bands can be detected with the usc

of appropriate sensors.
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6.1.2 Operational Satellites

Sntcllites have become important remote sensing platforms. These platforms provide

periodic tcrrain data automatically. With the availability of satellite data, change over

timc and space can be detected easily. If more detailed data are required, airborne

remote sensing can be conducted or ground reference data obtained. The lower altitude

rcmote sensing can be limited to areas of concern only. thus the cost is minimized.

Scvcral s,ltcllites Wilh remote sensors on board are listed in Table 6-2.

6.2 Watcr Resources Development Related Examples

The result of a literature review on the application of remotely sensed data in water

resuurccs devc!opmcllts is summarized ill Table 6·3. Particular allelllion was given to

environmcntal impacl studies of reservoir developments for agricultural purposes. These

studies includc the evaluation of terrain features that may indicate the impacts of such

dcwlopmcnts. These include detection of land use and lar.u ooverpauerns, detection and

qunntilication of water bodies, assessmellt of hydrological properties of watersheds, and

assessment of agricultural condition. The papers referred \0 are useful guides in similar

npplieations. Appendix Bsummarizes thfl use of each of LANDSAT TM bands. Similar

use is made of the correspooding LANDSAT MSS bands ar,el other sensors operating in

similar bands.
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Table 6-~ SumlllJry of the Operatiollal SJtel1it~s
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Table 6-3 Imagery, Methods, and Remotel~' Sensed Data Interpretation
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6.3 Examples of the Use of Remotely Sensed Data for thc Lo,vcr Churchill Rhw

Development

Somc rcmotcly sensed data wcrc used in a previous EIS conducteu by the Lower

Churchill Development Corporation (LCDC, 1980). This EIS was supported wilh

several reports of environmental studies. The use of remotely sensed data in these

studies examined the following imagery (Beak Consultants, 1978):

black and white aerial photogrnphs acquired in 1970 and 1971 (scale of

1:20,000), and

2. infrared colour aerial photographs acquired in 1973 (~):ale of 1:20,000).

Other available remotely sensed data such as black an,l white aerial photographs at a

scale of 1:50,000, acquired in 1968 -1970; historical black and white aerial photographs

at a scale of I:30,000 acquired between 1949 and 1957, and satellite imagery, were not

inspected due to budget limitations (Beak Consultants, (978). Recent discussions with

Newfoundland Hydro personnel (Hill, pers. comm, 1992) indicated thaI remotely scnsetl

data are being considered in connection with the development of a Geographic

Information System (GlS)l7 for the future re-assessment of this project. The only

activity related to remote sensing conducted by Newfoundland Hydro currently is ice

movement monitoring along the river using video and oblique photographs from a

:1 A O~o&r~phic Inform~lion SY51~m is a 5y51~m d~5ign~1.Ilo Sl"r~, manipulal~, an1.l display a .palilllly or1.l~red

colleclion of data (.~obastd fII~). The uata Hre rdat.1.I 10 the 11100 lind life r.cllrd~d Mccnrdinlt III hK:alilln
{LiUesand,elMI,198711).
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helicopter.

In this study some of the available remotely sensed imagery for th~ Lower ChuKhill aR'a

were interpreted to illustrate their usefulness in EIS. The results of this are discusscd

in the fo1lowing sections with hard copy illustrations. The delineatioll llf the vario\l.~

units was made on transparent overlays attached to each of the images. The thr\'c

separate classifications (bedrock, surficial geology, land cover/land usc) wer~ shuwn Oil

separate fold-out overlays. These can be observed scparately or togcthcr to indic,lIc the

existing interrelationship between the various classifications.

6.3.1 Interpret.ltion of Remotely Sensed Data for Geology

Interpretation of remotely sensed data for geology for the EIA of water resources

development should give information on bedrock and on structural lind surficial geology

of the reservoir site and its surroundings, and along the river downstream of tile U:l111

sites. Knowledge of tllese features is important for the assessment of ~nvirol1menlOll

impacts resulting from dam construction and from the force or load exerted by tile uam

and water in tile future reservoir.

In order to have a successful identification interpretation of rock types, there arc two pre

requisites, as stated by Drury (1987):
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there shQuld be sufficient correlation between geology and the landform,

2. it requires a combination of experience, patience, perception, and

ingenuity by the interpreter.

While the first pre-reqllisite may be present on the imagery, the second one was difficult

to be fuHilled by the author who is not a geologist. Therefore, thc lcvcl of the

intcrpretation was limitcd to the observation of lineaments that may explain the

morphological and geological features and to an understanding of the geological features

tholl <lppcar on the imagery as described by previous geological studies.

In this section, the geologic interpretation of the remotely sensed data includes the

bedrock geology and the surficial geology. The interpretation is presented using a multi

stage approach, starling with the smallest scale imagery. Multi-spectral approach is also

applied to clarify features which are not sufficiently clearly visible on certain bands but

show up well 011 others.

6.:'1.1.1 Bedrock Geology

The Canadian Geological Survey maps prepared by Greene et al., (1970) and Stevenson

(1965) were used to develop the classification system for this study (Table 6-4). This

classification system was not applied to the NOAA imagery, however, an attempt was
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made to interprel geological features lhat appear on this small scak il11;lgC. TIl\' I.'tl\lc

number of each unit as shown in the Table 6-4 arc uscd 10 annulatc Ihc imagery.

Table 6-4 Bedrock Geology Classification System

",od
ii pink quartzo-fcldspathie gneisses
iii black and white gneisses
iv granite to granodiorite
v anorthosite series
vi syenite-monzonite series
vii gabro dykes
viii conglomerate

NOAA imagery (Figure 6·] overlay Al

Lake Melvjlle ([ Ml appears white as it is covcrcd wilh icc :Lnd snow. The.Ghur.d1i.l.l

~ forms a long line enhanced by iee and snow cover and the vcry dark lonc of

vegetation at its banks. At about the middlc of its course. the Churchill River hcncls

several times at about righl angles forming a rcttangular drainage pattern.

From the Atlantic Ocean (Am, Lake Melville and the Churchill River form a lineament

that is continued to form a long curved line ending in Ungava Bay, northwest of

Labrador. This Bay is located at the upper left beyond the imagery. It was known from

the Geological Map of Canada (Douglas, 1969) that these linear features indicate faults.

Another fault is delineated at the right side (cast) of the Churchill Falls reservoir.
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GeoIOf,y (overlay A)

Figure 6-1 NOAA imagery, Labrador, part of Quebec Province, and Newfoundland,
cloud covers most of the Newfoundland Island. The legend is provided
in the following page. This 1:9,000,000 scale image was acquired on 20
February 1973. (Source: Facully of Engineering and Applied Science,
Memorial University of Newfoundland)
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Legend to Figure 6·\, NOAA image

Geology (overlay A)

AO Atlantic Ocean

LM Lake Melville

CR Churchill River

WB Water bodies

R River

Faults

Catchment area boundary

Land Cover and Land Use (overlay B)

A Tundra

Aa Arctic tundra

Ab Coastal tundra

Boreal Forest

Ba Forest tundra

Bb Sub·arctic forest

Be Sparsely forested heath-and moss barrens

Bd Productive mixed forest

Be Productive black spruce forest

Area covered by LANDSAT MSS image (Figure 6·2)
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Since the imagery was acquired in winter, the Willer bodies (WB) are covered by ice and

snow making them appear similar to of barren lands.

It is difficult to distinguish between the two. altkough most of the barren lands appear

as white coars..: textured spots, while the texture of water bodies is smooth. Moreover.

the water btxIies uSu;llly arc associated with rivers flowing into and out of them.

Only~ can be identified on this imagery because of the poor resolution.

Due to the icc and snow cover. some rivers appear as a continuous light grey line.

ll;mks of wide rivers arc covered by forests, showing up as dark continuous lines.

I ANDSAl "'''55 Hand 4 n<:ar infrared (Fjgure 6-2)

The mapping on this image is based on the first classification level presen~ in Table

6-4. Sand and barren larw:l are observed as having l:righl tones on the piclure. The

igneous rock on zone iii and zone vi of the classification system fonn hills indicating

high resistance 10 erosion. lltere is no specific spectral characteristic indicaling igneous

rock that can be observed on this image.

'111c lineaments. may indicate streams, escarpment, mountain ridges, faults, and fractures.

Sume faults defined by Stevensor, (1965) and Greene et al.. (1970) appear on this image

as escarpments and lonal differences.
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Figure 6-2 LANDSAT MSS Band 4, near infra red band, the Lower Churchill River
and vicinity. The legend is provided in the following page. This
1: 1,000,000 scale image was acquired on 20 September 1987. (Source:
EOSA1)
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Legend 10 Figure 6-2, LANDSAT MSS Band 4. near inrrared

Ik..drock Geology map or Stevenson, 1965 (map 7-1967), and Greene et al., 1970

Son'

Pink quaruo-reldspathic gneisses

iii Black and white gneisses

iv Granite to granodiorite

Anorthosite series

vi Syenite-monzonite series

vii Gabro dykes (100 small to be mapped on this image)

viii Conglomerate

/rault

/ geological boundary

o Area covered by SEASAT SAR image (Figure 6-4)
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Tht: absollliion of infrared ~nt:rgy by waler mak~s this im:\g~ sllitahl~ l\l 1II:IP llr:lill:l~1:

P"lnems. Layt:ring such as shown by lrellis drain:lg~ p;llll:m is llbscrn..-J in th~ t1\II.....r

righl of the image. An angular drainagl: patlern 3ppcJrs al lhl! bl.~!lml\ uf the intag~·.

Such drainage pallems may indicale rock type. ;'lnd structure. Howl,.·wr. inll:rprct:lliul1

of a rock type cannot be done based on drainagc pallcm ollly. f\hw "'\'idcncc is rl.'quirl,.-J

in order to have an accurale intelllrel:llion (Drury. 19871.

lANDSAT r...1SS Pilad '2 red (Figure 6-l1

No delailed gl:ological inlerpretalion was carried oul on lhis irll:lge. Ne\'crlhekss, il W:IS

observed that sand appears much brighter Ihan barren Innd. These IWIl fl:alun:s :\PllC:\r

in similar lone on lhe ncar infrared imag~ry. Thl: wah~r lxx/ics do nut :tppcar itS d,lrk 1111

lhis image as lhey did on Ihe ncar infrared piclure. so lltal waler lurbidily C:1Il he

observed.

SEASAT SAR (RADAR) Imagery (figure 6-4)

The classification sySlem applied for the inlerpretation of this image is the same as for

the LANDSAT MSS Band 4 (Figure 6-2). This image has a larger scale lhan the

imagery previously interpreled. Alluvial sand can be observed wilh erosion scars (ib)

along the left bank of Ihe Churchill River downslream of Muskral Falls. Where the sand

is sparsely vegelaled, as on the sand dunes. it exhibils a dark lone (ia). This probahly

occurs because much 01 the energy is renecled away froID the sensor due to the smooth

surface. The igneous rock (iii and vi) is characlerized by its hilly topogidphy which
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Figure 6-3 LANDSAT MSS Band 2, red, lower Churchill River and vicinity. The
legend is provided in the following page. This I: I ,000,000 image was
acquired on 20 September 1987. (Source: EOSAl)
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Legend to Figure 6-3, LANDSAT f\.lSS Band 2, red

Aa Arctic tundra

Ba Forest tundra

Bb Subarctic forest

Be Sparsely forested heath-and-moss barrens

Bd Productive black spruce forest

1 Forest land

II mixed forest

12 black spruce forest

13 bumtareas

14 moving !'aIld dunes and extensively eroded areas

barren land

21 rock barren

22 low shrub barren

weiland

31 open bog

32 treed bog

D Area covered by LANDSAT TM image (Fi~ure 6-5)
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Figure 6-4 SEASAT SAR (RADAR) imagery, band L (23.5 cm), Churchill River at
Muskrat Falls site and vicinity. The legend is provided in the following
page. This 1:150,(X)() image was acquired on 19 September 1978.
(Source: Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial
University of Newfoundland)
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Legend 10 Figure 6-4, SEASAT SAR (RADAR) image

Bedrock geology map of Stevenson \1965), map 7-1967)

Sand

ia sand dune or levelled sand

ib eroded alluvial sand

pink quartzo-feldspathic gneisses

iii black and while gneisses

Anorthosite series

vi Syenite-monzonite series

,...J geological boundary
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appears as having a bright tone on the near !ide to the sensors and dark in the far side.

Kivers and water bodies appear dark due to their smooth surface with minimal reflection.

Subtle bright IOned speckles observed on the Churchill River surface indicate the

pn..'SCnce of sand bars. turbid water, and/or waves.

6.3.1.2 Surlicial Geology

The applied classification system for the surficial geology is based on identifiable

landrurms on the LANDSAT TM image and the infrared aerial photographs (Table 6·S).

The description of cach landform is presented based on the works of Fulton et al. (1975)

and Beak Consultants (1978). The symbols appearing in the Table are used to annOtate

the tcrrain fCalures on the imagery.

! ANDSAT TM ColQur Composi!e of Bands J 2 3 (Figure 6-5>

This image approximates the natural colour of the temtin. At this 1:500,000 scale

image. the lineaments and surface texture can be observed clearer than on the LANDSAT

1\155 and on the NOAA imagery. The poor contrast between waler and land makes

drainage p.1Uerns difficull to distinguisll. The occurrence of bright sand banks and sand

bars gives clues for the location of rivers.

Delineation of surlicial geological units on this image was carried out with the aid of a
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map prepared by Fulton (1986). Five surticial fC:'IIures could ~ idl."rltifil::d: alhl\'i:ll

deposits (F), marine deposits (\\'). rock (R). morainal d~posits (M), and glacillnU\'i:11

deposits (G). This classification is based on the origin and depositional form of thl:

material. The aquatic system (Q) can be obscf\'cd as rivers and lake. r:.....post'lJ ruck (It)

and colluvial deposits (C) are too small to be mapped on this image.

Table 6-5 Surficial Geology Classification System

C Colluvial deposits
F Alluvial deposits

Fe Eroded fluvial landform
Ft Fluvial terrace
Fn Duned fluvial terrace
Ftu Fluvial terrace remnants dissected by now from upper slnpe

W Marine deposits
Ws Steep slope adjacent to stream on the rims of flow slides Oldj:lcent

10 alluvial terrace and other marine slope complexes
We Steel' active dry sand flows and vertical cliffs of clay without

vegetation protection
Wu Uniformly dissected slope on fine textured marine sc..'diments
Wz Earth-flow complex on marine clays
Wsr Steep slope on a shallow marine and glacial drift veneer on ~

bedrock
M Morainal deposits
o Organic system

Ofs string (en
G Glaciofluvial deposit
Q Aquatic system
R Rock

Rv Rock veneered

The vegetation obscures the surface of the terrain, therefore delineation of surficial

deposit units based on spectral characteristics alone is difficult. However, some
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Figure 6-5 LANDSAT TM colour composite image bands 1, 2, 3, near infra red,
Lower Churchill River and vicinity from Gull Island to estuary. The
legend is provided in the following page. This I :500,000 image was
acquired on 20 September 1987. (Source: EOSAT)
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Legend to Figure 6-5, LANDSAT TM natural colour

Surficial Geology (after Fulton (1986), Illap 16~1A)

(overlay A)

F Alluvial deposits

W Marine deposits

R Rock

M Morninal deposits

G Glacio-nuvial deposits

Land Cover and Land Use (overlay B)

[] mixed forest

111 softwood

112 softwood hardwood

113 hardwood softwood

I [4 hardwood

12 black spruce forest

13 burnt areas

14 moving sand dunes and extensively eroded areas

22 low shrub barrens

23 treed barrens

31 open bog

32 treed bog

4[ settlements

42 roads

43 clearcuis

44 construction site (Muskrat Falls)
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characteri~lics of the vegelation rover may be valuable for geological interpretation, for

example yellow leaves of hardwood and brownish pink of wet land, which grow on

particular landforms, vegetation appear clearly on lhis image.

Colour Infrared Aerial Photographs fFigur; 6-6>

The deJin~lionof units on this im'\gery is based on Fulton and Hodgson's map (1969)

and on the Beak Consultants (1978) land classification system. The area covered by this '

picture is divided into the following land systems:

Colluvial dcposil1 (C)

Colluvial deposit is loose material accumulaled fln and at the foot of slopes by

various processes of mass movement (Fulton et aI., 1975). The leltlure ranges

from clay to rubble and boulders. generally poorly sorted, and massive to crudely

strntifie1l. The nature of colluvial deposits depends on the material from which

they are derived. In the Lower Churchill Valley these materials are found 011

st~p slopes above the limit of significant fluvial and glaciofluvial water washing

a.nd deposition (Beak Consultants. 1978)

Alluvial dcoosj!5lf)

Fulton cl al.. (1975) defined those deposits as having alluvial genetic category,

These deposits as encountered in the Lower Churchill River valley have beyelled

surfaces, frequent braided channel patterns and nat micro-relief (Beak
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Figure 6-6 False colour infrared aerial imagery, Churchill River at Muskrat Falls site
and vicinity. The legend is provided in the following page. This
1:40,000 image was acquired on 19 September 1978. (Source: Faculty of
Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial University of Newfoundland)
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Legcnd to Figure 6-6, colour aerial photographs

Gcology (overlay A - left of figure)

C Colluvium
Fe ErcxJed fluvial landform
Ft Fluvial terrace
Fn Dunal Fluvial terrace
Ftu Fluvial terrace remnants dissected by stream flow from upper slope
Ws Steep slope adjacent to stream on the rims of flow slides adjacent to

alluvial terrace and other marine slope complexes
We Steep active dry sand flows and vertical cliffs of clay without vegetation

protection
Wu Uniformly dissected slope on fine textured marine sediments
Wz Earth-flow complex on marine clays
Wsr Steep slope on a shallow marine and glacial drift veneer on a bedrock
Q AqUlltic system
Rv Rock veneered

Land Cover and Land Usc (overlay B - right of figure)

II mixed forest
III softwood
112 softwood hardwood
113 hardwood softwood
114 hardwood

22 low shrub barrens
23 treed barrens
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Consultants, 1978). The material consists of wdl-str.l1ificd. well sortl'U III

moderatcly stratified and sorted sand, gravel, silt and clay. Tilis may include

gravel and boulder pavements washed bcdrock, bouldcry channel deposits, and

channel fillings of silt and clay.

On the image several landform types can be mapped (Beak Consultants, 1978):

Fe: Eroded fluvial landform.

Fl: Fluvial terrace. Flat top~d alluvial materials. wilh its surf'h;c

terminated by abrupt changes in slope on onc or more sidcs.

Fn: Fluvial terraces with numerous parabolic sand dUIlCs.

Ftu: Fluvial terracc rcmnants dissected by strC;lm l10w from upper

slopes.

Marine deoosits fWl

The marine deposits include parent material at depth laminated by clayey silt and

silty clay with frequent sand partings of preglacial marine and estuarine origin

(Beak Consultants, 1978). This material ovcrlaps glacial drift and bedrock, and

is mantled with a veneer of alluvial sand. Extensive areas of this systcm are

observed with slope failure and earth flow type slides, sincc they are very

sensitive to disturbance. Creep and surface slope movemcnt arc common in this

land system. Marine deposits are differentiated by some morphologic modifiers,

mainly in the form of slopes as described by Beak Consultants (1978) as follows:
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Ws; Sleep slopes adjacent to stream on the rims of now slides adjacent

to alluvial terraces and marine slope complexes. This slope is

usually marked by dry sand flows, but clay talus blocks may

Slopes are stabilized with vegetation, but active crecp

We: This unit comprises steep active dry sand flows and verlical cliffs

of clay without vegetative protection. Occurs On the rim of now

slides and at points of river bank erosion, these units are

potentially unstable, Continued bank erosion may initiate further

~!ope failure. and relrogressive earth flow slide may occur.

Wu: This unit has uniformly dissected slopes on fine textured marine

sediments: clayey sills and silty clays. Dense drainage patterns

occur with 150 to 300 m order of spacing.

Wz: . Earth flow complex type in marine clays is included in this unil.

Hummocky micro-topography and slide block islands are arranged

in radial paltems in a matrix of remoulded clay and sand. Earth

now slides form a chaotic mixture of remouldcd silts and clays,

desiccated crustal blocks, aeolian and fluvial sands. tree trunks,

and organic soil.

Wsr: This unit is a mixture of Ws unit and Wr unit, which is a shallow

estuarine and glacial drift veneer on bedrock.
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Qrganic ~ystt;m (0)

The organic Sy1l.em occurs within old slide bowls. c!c"atl'd nll':lntku. channd

scars. high sand terrace~. and ""here intcrnal drainage is reslocll'll hy

impermeable soil la}'Cn. This organic system is mostly compoSl.'lI Ilf bog·fl'T1

complexcs. A fen is an organic system where there is a possible Ilow of W;llcr.

On Ihe image. Ofs indicale~ a string fen.

&.r.lli!!jc .sy~!em (0)

The aquatic ~yslems include the Churchill River and major tributaries, large

lakes. small ponds, kettle ponds. and small streams,

Rock system <Rl

This system includes resistant rock uplands of Precambrian granitic gneiss with

irregular local micro-relief but rounded regionally. Qn the image, one ruck

system is found, Rv abutting the Muskrat Falls rapid. which is a hard rock with

thin veneer drift, occasional deep pockets, and some outcrops.

6.3.2 Interpretation of Remolely Sensed Data for Land Cover and Land Usc

The sample interpretation of land cover/land use in this thesis is centred around the area

along the Lower Churchill River. as thb area will be much innuenced by Ihe proposed
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development and will go through significant changes as the dam at Muskrat Falls is

completed. The developed land cover/land use classification system is presented in

Tables 6-6a and 6-6b. The symbols andlor the numbering as they are listed in the two

tables arc used to annotate the terrain features on the imagery.

Table 6-6a Land Cover & Land Use Classification (first and second levels)

A. Tundra
il. i\rclictundra
b. Coastal tundra

H. Boreal Forest
a. Forest tundra
h. Subarctic forest
c. Sparscly forested heath-and·moss barrens
d. Productive mixed forest

prOductive black spruce forest

NOAA Imagery (Figure 6-1 overlay B1

The tundra region (Al, covers the entire coastline and gradually widening hinterland

extending north from latitude 54° 30' (Wilton, 1965). Tundra is extensive upland aleas

of exposed bedrock. These unilS are interspersed with a sparse cover of lichens and

dW:lrfcd shrubs and trees growing in scattered hollows (lopoukhine et aI., \911).

Covered by snow during mosl of the year it appears as smooth textured light areas on

the image. The arctic l!lndra IAa) exists due to the climatic factors in the area at the

north of the mentioned latitude. The coastal t\lndra lAb) exists due to a combination of

wind-caused faclors such as fog, low temperature. wind force, drying effect of the wind,
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and wind born constiluents. This coastal tundra occurs along th~ CO.1SI Ill' 1.;lhrnd\lr

(Willon.1965).

The forest of Labrador is pan of Borca! forest !B) that creates a belt from lhis al\'Ol

westward to the Rocky Mountains and nor\hwest....-ard to Alas!.a (Rowe. 191~). E1lli:S

ll!..llil.!i..i is a lransilion between subarctic forest and tundra. This forest CllmpriSl:s;t

panem of tundra barre1ls and patches of stuntcd forest. The primary spl.'Cies in thl,.'SC

forests are black spruce and white spruce and tamarack accomp.mied by alder and willuw

shrubs. The land classified as subarc!jc (orest lObi comprises lakes and rivers. bogs,

swamps and muskeg. with arcas of upland barrens and forest. The vegctation cover

consists of open park-like .....oodland of black spruce with ground covered by lichens.

The spilrsely forestcd hrjl1h-and.moS$ barrens (Bel arc located in soulh-caslcrn L.1br<ldtll'.

The appearance of the \'egetatioo generally is Slunted. opt..'O and patchy or somctimes

continuous cover of black spruce and balsam fir. alternating with mos,s·and·hCOllh barn..'1lS.

rock oulcrop and lakes. on a generally featureless. windswept temin. The~

milled forrst (Ud) is located along the Lower Churchill River and Lake Meh·iIle. The

mO'~t prevalent species is black spruce. This species can be in a pure stands or mixed

with balsam fir and white birch. Olher species encountered in this region are balsam fir,

white spruce. white birch. balsam poplar, and trembling aspen. The productjve bli!ck

spruce forest (Be) occurs because of the prominence of this species on peaty lowland

sites and on well drained upland drift and rock. These land conditions are poor for olher

vegetation species. This makes lhe variety of vegetation cover type limited.
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Table 6-6b Lall(I Cover & Land Use Classification (th.ird and higher levels)

rore~l land
[I mixed forests

J II softwood (76%-IOO% softwood, 0·25% hardwood)
112 softwood hardwood (51 %·75 % softwood, 26%·50% hardwood)
113 hardwood softwood (26%-50% softwood, 51%-75% hardwood)
J 14 hardwood (0%-25% softwood, 76%-100% hardwood)

12 black spruce forests
13 burnl areas
14 moving sand dunes and extensively eroded areas

2. Barren land
21 rock barren
22 low shrub barrens
23 treed barrens
24 soil barrens

J. Wetland
31 open bog
.J2 treed bog
3.1 hardwood thickets

4. Cultural features
41 settlements
42 roads
43 clear cuts
44 construction sites
45 right of way

lANDSAT MSS Band 2 red (Figure 6·3)

The area imaged by the LANDSAT MSS data is indicated on the NOAA imagery by a

rl'Ctangle (Figure 6-1). This image mainly represents the productive mixed forest region

Old). Better resolution and several spectral bands are provided by LANDSAT MSS,

therefore the mapping of the various units is more accurate on this image than on the

NOAA. This causes discrepancies ('onceming the location of boundary lines as they
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appear on the two different imagery.

Water bodies on this image appear dark with a smooth te.\ture. for example L;lke

Melville at the upper right part of the image. Another lake (Grand Lake) is located ncar

the top. in the middle of the image. The Churchill River is observed ;IS a thin. lung.

dark line in between the moving sand dune area (14). Mud Lake is observed at the right

(east) side of the Churchill River near the estuary. The major units (Aa, Ba. Bb. Be.

and Bd) were delineated tiTSt. The productive mixed forest (Bd) was further divided into

sub units. The~ occupies most of the area imaged which OlPrc:lrS as d<lrk

toned features. The terrain having very dark and smooth texture within this forest land

is classified as .llliMsI...f2lliUUl. Some brighter spots in this area located at the north

(upper part) of the Churchill River indicate forestry activity (clear cut logging). illads.

spmee forest (\ 2) occupies the area to the south of the productive mixed forcst.

Areas of burnt forest (13) are found at the south side of Grand Lake. This feature docs

nol appear on images of other bands of LANDSAT MSS.

The area along the banks of the Churchill River are classified as mQviOl' s<1l\d dunes And

extensjvely eroded areas..!..W. Similar areas also appear OIl the cast of Mud L.kc.

Although large areas of~ do occur Ihroughoutthe area imaged on this

picture, they cannot be identified with the exception of the huge Mealy Mounlain (Aa)
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region. A large complex area containing rock barren all, low shrubs barrens (22), and

trt'l'd harrens (2]) occurs in the east of the black spruce forests (12).

~ in this area is encountered near the mouth of the Churehill River ~nd along

the coast of lake Melville. The complex area mentioned in the previous paragraph also

contains the~and~. Hardwood thickets (3) are barely

detected on this small scale imagery.

C\l1tUfi\\ features ('11 observed in this image are the towns(~) of Happy

Valley and Goose Bay. They are located at the left side of the Churchill River before

the river reaches the estuary. The settlement of Mud Lake cannot be identified on this

Image.

I ANpSAT TM Colour composite Bands I 2 3 (Figure 6·5 overlay Bl

The larger scale (I :500,OOO} :l.nd finer resolution of this image compared to the previous

images make it possible to conduct :'I higher level interpretation. The colour of this

image approximates natural colour of the terrain. The mixed forests tIll of th~ previous

classilicalion can further be divided into softwood forest (]! I) and hardwood forest(! 12l.

The yellow colour observed on the image indicates hardwood leaves in its natural colour

in the fall.

BrICk barren 121> cannOI be observed as an individual feature in this small scale image.
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! ow shTllbs barren e') can be observed along the Churchill River downslr':Olm of Gull

Island at the left edge of the image. Some lrcl'd barren el) arc cilcoulllered in het\\'l~n

the black spruce forests (12).

All~types~.~.and hardwooc!lhjckli!sI11l)e;m

be observed on this image. however, their individual delineation is diftkult tlnthis small

scale imagery.

Cultural features (4) can be identified easily on lhis image. Thcse arc lhe towns of

Happy Valley and Goose Bay (41)and~. The roads arc observed as continuous

wllite lines. The~are very distinctive because of their light lanes. Olher

ilems such as oil tanks near the sea port at the norlh of Goose Bay, and a landing strip

in the town of Goose Bay are discernible. The construction sile (44) of Muskrat Follis

dam can be located on the image easily.

Aerial photographs (Figures 6-6 and 6-1)

The highest level of classification is made based on the observation on lhe false colour

infrared and natural colour aerial photographs. Figure 6·6, the I:40,000 scale false

colour infrared photographs provide data on crown density ofvegelation cover, and clear

distinction of deciduous trees (hardwood) against coniferous trees (softwood). The

hardwood appear brighter pink. Figure 6-7, Ihe 1:12,500 nalural colour aerial

photographs, provide more detailed data on vegetation cover. The identificat!on of
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Figure 6·7 Colour Aerial Photographs, Muskrat Falls Dam site and vicinity. This
1:12,500 scaJe imagery was acquired on 23 August 1988. The legend is
provided in the following page. (Source: Department of Environment and
Lands, Newfoundland, Canada)
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Legend to Figure 6-7, colour aerial photographs

Forest

III Softwood

112 Softwood· hardwood

113 Hardwood· softwood

114 Hardwood

Crown density:

Very dense

b: Dense

Ope"

d: Very open

barren land

21 rock barren

22 low shrub barren

23 treed barren

24 soil barren

wetland

3\ open bog

32 treed bog

33 hardwood thickets

cultural features

42 road

43 cleared land

45 right of way
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different types of vegetation, namely: softwood, hardwood, and hardwood thickets can

be determined based on different textures. A map of the Newfoundland and Labrador

rorest Inventory (1990) was available to aid thc interpretation. The classification

presented on thc natural colour aerial photographs is a modified version of the

Newfoundland forest inventory system developed for Labrador. In applying this system

the 'forest' classes wcre further subdivided into sub-classes by crown density:

very dense: 75 % - 100% ground coverage

b. dense: 51 % - 75% ground coverage

open: 26% - 50% ground coverage

d. very open: 0% - 25% ground coverage

The code system of these sub-classes is used to annotate the imagery.

6.3.3 Assessment of Morphological Changes in the Lower Churchill River

Thc wide valley along the Churchill River downstream of Gull Island rapids has been

defined as the Churchill River Low Land region (Beak Consultants, 1978). The river

morphology within this low land region downstream of Muskrat Falls was studied in this

thesis. This study emphasizes observations of terrain features concerning the

morphological changes on the available multi-temporal remotely sensed imagery.

Upstream from the dam at Muskrat Falls, the river surface will be elevated 10 39 m

above sea level. Downstream of the dam, river bed degradation will likely occur
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followed by slumping of the banks and considerable shifl in position of ~dinll..nts.

6.3.3.1 Topography

As can be observed on the topographic map (Figure 6-8). this region compris<.'s the arC:l

from sea level (Lake Melville) \0 an elevation of about 160 m lapp. 500 ft.). This area

contains moderate to steep slopes that lead to higher lands and peaks lhal reach ahl.llI\

500 m (app. 1500 ft) on both sides of the river. Downstream of Muskrat Fillls for about

20 km, the "alley is narrow, then IwO peaks of app. 300 In high can be found al bUlh

sides of Ihe river. Farther downstream to the estuary (about 25 km), the terrain is very

flat on bOlh sides. This extends 10 about 10 km on althe north side and to abollt 20 kill

on the south side. The towns of Happy Valley and Goose Day arc ]ocalr...d on this flat

terrain OIl the north side of Ihe river. A sma1J community, Mud Lake, is located at the

south side oflhe river near theesluary.

This topographic map (Figure 6·8) was made by photogrammetric methods using aerial

photography dated 1951. The location of sandbars are indicated in lhis map startingjusl

downstream of Muskrat Falls to Ihe estuary.
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6.3.3.2 Geology

Stevenson (196S) indicated that the Churchill River low land region, eSpL'Cially along the

river. comprises sand, except at the south abutment at the dam site and f;lr\her

downstream just before the wet land areas. The south abutmenl of the d.1111 is

metamorphic rock consisting of black and white gneisses: and al the other side ignt'()us

rock of syenite-monzonite series can be found. Conglomerate and sandstone ulltkrlay

a pan of the reservoir site between Gull Island and Muskrat Falls.

According to Fulton (1986), most of the areas on both sides of the river ar..: covered by

alluvial deposits. These deposits are detrital materials which were transported by the

river along the flood plain. In this area, the alluvial deposits consist of sand and gravel

up to IS m thick. and commonly overlay a considerable thickness of finer grainL'tl

lacustrine or marine sediments, and in some plattS covered by extensive bogs (Fulton,

1986).

Some morainal deposits a.re found at the right side of the Lower Churchill River

downstream of Muskrat Falls (Fulton. 1986). This material, transponcd and deposited

by the glaciation process, is dominated by sandy and gravelly till.

Marine deposits, whieh were deposited by sea watr.r, are encountered in the reservoir site

between Gull Island and Muskrat Falls (Fullon, 1986). These materials can exccct.l 100
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m in thickness at this site; the thickness may even reach 1000 m according to the report

provided by Beak Consultants (978). The marine deposits in this area are sub-liuoml

deposits of silt and day, commonly laminated with minor fine grained sand. Marine

deposits in this site are sensitive to disturbance (Beak Consultants, 1978). landslides

involving this material are common and in many areas the landslides appear to be

accompanied by liquefaction (Fulton, 1986).

Observation of false colour infrared imagery of I :40,000 scale along the Churchill River

from Gull Island 10 the estuary revealed the presence of alluvial sand covers at many

places along the river sides. Underneath this alluvial sand, layers of estuarine or marine

clay exist. Silt and clay with only minor fine grained sand is a source of poorly drained

soil. Wet lands along the river sides may indicate these characteristics. Containing

relatively high moisture content, this marine clay supports dense vegetation. Slumping,

sliding, and earth now may be used as indicators for the presence of this marine clay

material.

6.3.3.3 Observation of Multi-temporal Remotely Sensed Data

Observation of terrain conditions along the river in 1973 was mainly camed out on

continuous overlapping frames of 1:40,000 scale natural colour and false colour infrared

imagery. The overall area can be observed on a strip of the thermal infrared scan
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imagery (Figure 6·9), except a ponion at the Muskrat Falls site. The thl.'rmal im<ll:cry

was numbered such that one unit represents app. 650 m.

Large scale (I: 12,500) natural colour aerial photographs (Figure 6·7) were also studied.

The overall area can be observed on the LANDSAT n.l imagery (Figures 6·~, 6-10;,.

and 6·lOb). These imagery represent data acquired after 1987.

ObseTyaljon milde on imagery acquired in 1971

Generally the river banks are densely vegetated. At the right side, rough banks

comprising rocks can be observed on the natural colour aerial photographs. Part of these

are discernible on Figures 6-6 (false colour infrared) and 6-7 (natural colour), and from

line 155 to line 166 on the thermal infrared scan imagery (Figure 6·9). A tributary can

be found at line 153 at the very left of Figure 6·9 with alluvial deposils at its mouth. A

meandering tributary is observed at line 170. Here Ihe alluvial deposits arc distributed

from line 166 to 173, where fluvial terraces and wet land arp. located. Still atlhe right

side, rough river banks occur again between line 174 and 175.

At the left side smooth river bank is observed allthc way down from Muskrat Falls to

the estuary. Heavy flow slides occur from Muskrat Falls to line 155, from 161 to 165,

and from 169 to 171. Beyond line 176 at both sides of the river terraces can bc found.

The tributaries are meandering indicating that the area is very flat. Wet lands arc

prevalent throughout the area. Cultural features and the town of Happy Valley are
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Figure 6~9 Thermal Infrared Airborne Imagery. The legend is provided in the
following page. (Source: Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science,
Memorial University of Newfoundland)
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Figure 6-9

Legend:

HV

GB

o

Thermallnfrved airbome imagery, downstream of Muskrat Falls site 10

the city of Happy Valley. The Muskrat Falls dam site is beyond the

image at the left side of the upper image. This 1:74,000 scale image was

acquired on S August 1973.

Happy Valley

Goose Bay

Bed rock: outcrops

appro:\imate new shore line as observed on LANDSAT TM imagery

// probable future shoreline.
".
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o!>served at the left side of the river from line 161 to 196.

A. large sand bar developed in line 155. The frequency of sand bars gets higher starting

at line 163. Twenty live sand bars and islands can be observed on Figure ~·9. from

Muskrat Falls to Happy Valley.

Ground reference data

A survey reported in the EIS (LCDC, 1980) provided a map Ihat indicates the location

and condition of erosion aloug the river bank. This is the result of an observation along

the river in January 1978. At the south bank, bed rock outcrops were observed at lines

156,158, \74, and 175 (Figure 6-9). Slope failures and other signs of erosion were

observed along 12 km of the right bank. AI the len side. 18 km oflhe river bank were

observed to have erosion scars and land slides. Erosion has occurred along the river in

Happy Valley. People raised their concerns on the possibility of an increase in intensity

of the erosion after the Muskrat Falls dam is constructed (FEARO, 1980).

QQscryj!lions on imagery acquired in 1987

The display of digital LANDSAT TM data on the computer screen, provided an image

at a scale of about I :80,000. Band 2 (green) and band 3 (red) are shown in Figure 6·10.

The reproduction of lhe images from the display screen docs not provide a clear

distinction between river and land. Some changes along the river banks can be observed,

however, lower altitude data are required to obtain more accurate interpretation. An
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6·10 LANDSAT TM (a) band 3, red and (b) band 2, green, reproduction from
computer screen. The legend is provided in the following page. Scale:
I:250,000. (Source: EOSAT)
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Legend to Figure 6- [t1. LANDSAT TM (a) band 3, red and (b) band 2, green

HV Happy Valley

013 Goose Bay

eroded bank or site vulnerable to erosion

changes observed compared to previous imagery, however need lower

altitude data for more accurate interpretation.
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eltample of the lower altilude data is provided in Figure 6-7. lh.: largl: $(',111: llOllural

colour aerial photographs of the Muskrat Falls site.

The alluvial deposits at the right bank at line 153 of Figure 6-9 is larger in the 19l17

image compared with lhe 1973ligure. The huge sand bar as shown at line 153 ol'the

thermal image (Figure 6-9) in the middle of the river has vanished in 19l17 (.~ Figur.:

6·IOb). The river bank just downstream of this huge sand bar has rl:lreatcd, and the

river has become wider in this section (marked x in the left bank. as seen on Figure 6

lOb). The alluvial deposit at the right bank between line 166 and 173 (Figure 6-9) dues

not show a clear contact line with the river (the most left It of Figure 6-(03).

Comparison was made with LANDSAT MSS data band 4. ncar infrared (Figure 6-2).

On this image the shoreline is clearly distinguishable. However, the scale of lhe

LANDSAT MSS data is 100 small 10 detect the change.

A significant difference is observed concerning the number of sand bars. Around 40

sand bars and islands have developed between Muskrat Falls and Happy Valley. This

is aboul 1.6 times the number of sand bars and islands observed on Figure 6-9 acquired

in 1973.

Larger scale imagery provided as Figures 6-6 and 6-7 were studied and compared.

These imagery represent data of the Muskrat Falls site acquired in 5 August 1973 and

in 23 August 1988 respectively. The imagery are of different types (false colour infrared
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and natural colour) and different scale (1:40,000 and 1:12,500). However, terrain

features for comparison of both imagery can be observed clearly except thai they are in

different colours.

Comparison of water turbidity cannot be made between these two imagery because water

appears in an absolutely dark tonc on thc infrared image. The water and soil contact line

may indicate the water elevation roughly. Although there might be a s1igh~ discrepancy,

it is reasonable to assume that the elevation of water is about the same in both imageries.

Some vegetation has grown on previously bare soil, An example is observed in the

mouth of a tributary at the left bank of the river, downstream of Muskrat Falls. The

vegetation is observed on the 1988 image while in the same place it is observed as bare

soil on the 1973 image. Vegetation growing on previously bare soil are also observed

in some other places beyond this imagery. However, the reverse phenomenon also

occurs. For example, the bare soil at the top of the rock knoll, at the left abutment of

the Muskrat Falls is wider in the 1988 imagery. Vegetation has been cleared for road

and railway (Newfoundland and Labrador Forest Inventory, 1990). The track and the

right of way can be observed on the natural colour imagery acquired in 1988 (Figure 6

7). In the infrared imagery acuired in 1973 (Figure 6-6) the only road observed is the

Trans Labrador highway at the lap of the image.

An important change related to the river morphology occurred as a large land slide at the

downstream part of the neck connecting the rock knoB (the left abutment of the Muskrat
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Falls) and the main land. In the 1973 imagery this area was densely vegetat~'(I, whik

most of the vegetation as observed on the 1988 imagery has gone, On the LANDSAT

TM imagery (Figure 6·10a and b), these land slides appear as bright yellow dots. These

dots are observed on the left river bank farther downstream (Figure 6·10a). l1'\sed on

these data, one may assess that landslides that occurred in the past, in the locations of

the yellow dots, may have also developed similarly to the olle that occurred in the

Muskrat Falls site,

If a thorough assessment of the river morphology is required, observation of similar

imagery along the river to the estuary can be made. The development or the landslides

as observed as bright yellow dots on the LANDSAT TM imagery can be observed on

large scale aerial photographs such as Figure 6-7.
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7. Possible Enhancements of the Environmental Impact Assessment

Process for Water Resources Developments in Indonesia

This chaplcr dcals with possible enhancements of the EIA process in IndoneSia, based

on experience in Indoncsia and features of the Canadian EIA process, outlined in

previous chapters. There are several factors that may prevent the proper conduct of an

EII\ process in Indonesia:

the shortcomings of the existing regulations,

2. limited concern with environmental impacts in evaluating the success of

a dcvelopment. and

3. the lack of awareness and the cultural characteristics of Indonesian people

thai are nol conducive to meaningful participation.

The following discussion is centred around Ihese three problems. At the end of this

chapter, examples and procedures of using remotely sensed data are presenled. Wide

application of remote sensing in waler resources development should enhance the EIA

process including monitoring.
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7.1 Possible Enhancements of the Indonesian Environmental Impact Assessment

Regulations

The environmental case in Kedungombo (see sections 5.2.2) represents one that occurred

after the promulgation of the Indonesian environmental law. Although the industries lhat

polluted the Tapak River were founded in 1977, under the 1982 environmental law they

had to make an Environmental Evaluation Study (SEL)l~, Environmental Managcment

Plan (RKL), and Environmental Monitoring Plan (RPL). The government (thc Minister

of Population and Environment/MPE and the Board of Environmental Impact

ControIlBAPEDAL) prosecuted morc than 400 companies responsible for environmental

abuses and expected that shoncomings in the environmental regulations could be found

out through these courl actions (Arimbi, 1991). This shows Ihat the Indonesian

government realizes the possible Shortcomings in the environmental regulations and is

willing to enhance them.

In order to encourage and to provide opportunities for public to participate in the EIA

process, the Canadian federal EARP provides for:

I. public information dissemination,

2. review by an independent party, and

3. public review/public hearings.

::I 'SEL' is "n Kbbrcvi~lionof '51udi ev..lu'l.~i lingkungan'. This dQl;umcnt '" <imil.. r to ANDA!., but il;. mKde
after Ihe camplelion of a projecl. Every induslry thaI W!1S ruunded before 1982 hu lu provide Ihi. du.,,:umelll
in lIddition to an RKL and an RPL.
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With a slightly differcnt emphasis, the Newfoundland and Labrador provincial

Environmcntal Assessment process also has the same emphasis. The discussion on the

Indoncsian EIA regulations in this thesis is structured around these three points.

7.1.1 Public Information Dissemination

Seeking the opinions, ideas, and concerns of people is a common practice in an EIA

process. In order to have substantial public input, a good program of information

dissemination has to be conducted. In the EARP it is the Obligation of a minister of the

initiating department (MID) to publish the proponent's proposals through the Federal

Environmental Assessment Review Offiee (FEARO). FEARO also provides information

on the activities of all working environmental assessment panels. In the Newfoundland

and Labrador provincial precess, the regulations stipulate the obligation of a proponent

to conduct an information dissemination program. It is also stipulated in the regulations

that the MOE has to announce a proposal to make sure that the public are well informed.

For example. an announcement of a project proposal has to be posted in the local

community where the project is to take place in public places such as post offices. The

Indonesian EIA regulation states that "a proposal can be announced through mass media

lind/or pos/cd on announceml'nr boards oj the responsible agency so lhar people can

(:Ol/fribtlTe tl1eiropinions and ideas' (EncloslIreofGovernment Regulation no. 29, 1986,

dau.u· 31(1) (GOVI. of Indonesia, undated). Compared with the EARP and the
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Newfoundland requirements this regulation has deficienci~s. It docs not st:lI~ in

sufficient detail how a proponent and the government have to announce a proposal. With

this wording there is no assurance that the public is well informl'd. When a propos.'ll is

not announced effectively. the objective of collecting people's ideas and opinions will not

bernet.

In order 10 obtain public input and participation, people have to have adequate

information about the project, This information has to be comprehensive. communicated

in a timely manner, and understandable (Arimbi, 1991 and Hardjasoemantri. 1990). The

case of the Saguling dam demonstrates the Iype of unexpected impact that may happen

due to lack of public information (section 5.3, I).

A poor level of education is characteristics of remote areas in Indonesia. When a lot of

information regarding one project has to be announced, an order of priority has to bc

made. The proponent has to schedule the announcements in accordance wilh their

importance. People should have sufficient time to think about the issues and then raise

their concerns. It is important 10 provide a liaison officer in the project area during the

EIA process who can provide information as well as receive people's concerns, aud

opinions. It is also important that the liaison officer has an office in a place where

people are not reluctant to enter. A community cenlre, or other place where people

usually gather is appropriate, rather than a luxurious office. In this way information can

be disseminated while opinion and suggestions can be collected.
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7.1.2 Review by an Independent Party

The Saguling dam and Kedungombo dam (section 5.2) were constructed before the

guidelines for the EJA process was issued in 1987. Nevertheless, under the regulations,

the proponents of these developments have to provide an environmental evaluation study

(SEL), an environmental management plan (RKL), and an environmental monitoring plan

(RPL). The EIA Commission should have reviewed and jUdged the adequacy of these

documents. Since the protests in Kedungombo continued until 1991, it is uncertain

whether the SEL, the RKL, and the RPL have been prepared; whether the EIA

Commission has evaluated and reviewed thes: documents; and whether these documents

arc adequate to overcome the problems.

As an independent institution outside the initiating department, Ihe Board of Environment

Control (BAPEDAL) can urge the agency that is responsible for the development to

provide lhe SEL, the RKL, and the RPL if these document are not available. The ElA

Commission should review these documents, then mitigation measures can be applied.

The approval of these EIA documents lies with the MID after the recommendation orthe

EIA Commissiun, As long as the agency and the EIA Commission are in the same

initiating department, control over the conduct of the review process may be inadequate.

The BAPEDAL can urge the proponent to undertake mitigation measures. However, the

obligation of the proponent is only to conduct the mitigation measures in accordance with
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the RKL. In order to have ANDAL, RKL. and RPL which are acceptable to all panics.

there should be an independem party for the review of these documents. In this way the

objectivity of the reviewer may lead to an EIA review process which is acceptahle 10 all

parties.

For the Indonesian national ErA Commission, the regulations provide for the presence

of permanent members, experts on the impacts of the proposal from non-governmental

agencies. In provincial commission, such expertise is provided by representiltivcs of

institute of the environment from the local university. In both cases, represclll:ltivcs of

other depanments in the government are permanent members. NGOs and adversely

affected people may be represented when intensive public concerns arise. However, the

EIA Commission is under the same initiating department as that containing the proponenl

agency. The MID can determine who shall be represented and who arc Ihe

represenlatives. The final approval lies in the MID which may have a strong tendency

towards a bias in favour of the proponent.

The objectivity of the national ElA Commission can be improVed by releasing the MID

from the executive authority for the approval of the EIA documents. This authority can

be shifted to the Minister of Population and Environment (MPE). The composition or

the EIA Commission can be kept as previously, with lhe chairman and lhe secretary

personnel of the Ministry of Populalion and the Environment. The Objectivity of the

review process can be established if neither the proponent or the adversely affecicd
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people are represented in the EIA Commission, or both are represented. Due to financial

and time ronstraints, and lack of expertise to analyze the possible impacts, the impact

study carried out by the adversely affected people, if any, is usually inferior compared

with that of the proponent. In such cases the proponent's position will dominate.

Therefore, it is beller to have both parties excluded from the EIA Commission.

In the provincial ElA process, all proposals have to be registered with the Governor.

The EIA Commission members are from various divisions in the government. In order

to maimain objectivity, with the same reasons described for the national EIA process, the

proponent and the adversely affected people have to be excluded from the EIA

Commission.

Even if the EIA Commission is made independent, adequate ANDAL, RKL, and RPL

can only be made when sufficient public input is available for the review. In order to

be independent. an El.k Commission member probably knows very little about the

adversely affected people and the area of the development, Therefore, public

environmental awan:ness has 10 be enhanced, and active participation of the public has

to be encouraged to include all possible relevant information for the ETA review process.
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7.1.3 Application of Public Hearings in the Environmentallmp.1cl Asscssmcnt Review

Process in Indonesia

In the Canadian federal EARP process, public review and hearings arc provided for in

the process. In Newfoundland and Labrador the £1/I';mllll/l'/11II11I.1".I'('.t.uJU'fII At'/lIf 1980

(section 17,1) slales that "Dllr;lIg file COllrse oj /!Ie CI/I';rmflllnlfa/ CI.I'Sf'S,I'II1l'III, 1111'

proponelll slwll provide U/I opport/miry/or jllfel'l'Sfeu I/I('mhf'fs ofrill' (ll/bJi(' TO 11/1'1'/ wi,lI

him, .... ", According to this Act, the MOE may provide guidelines on the procedure

for public contact and involvement with the proponent. Under the Envirol1l11l'1If(/1

Assessmellf Regulu/ion 225/84, a proponent has to propose an information dissemination

progra.m that has to be approved by the MOE. This government regulation also states

that public hearings are required only when serious concerns about a propos'll om: raised.

In the Indonesian process, the public input, as regulated by the EIA legislation, is

provided for by the inclusion of representatives of adversely affected people in the EIA

Commission, There is no obligation of a proponent to conduct a public mceting or

hearin~ regarding a proposal. However, in order to successfully implement a water

resource development a meeting with the public is a common procedure, especially in

densely populated areas. If the people are ignored, the projett implementation may be

in jeopardy; sabotage or vandalism may occur, Therefore, although it is not stipulated

in the regulation, public meetings are usually organized.
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The agenda of a public meeting usually covers, public information, negotiations on land

compensation, schedule for irrigation and any water resource development and utilization

problems. fo accomotlate EIA requirements the meeting agenda can be extended to

collecl ill formation, concerns, ideas and solutions for environmental problems. At a

village level, where people usually schedule regular meetings, to include public meetings

for discussing environmental concerns should not be a problem.

Such a public meeting is effeetive for conveying information and collecting ideas and

opinions. However, the outcome of such a public meeting usually does not include

possible adverse imp~cts that might happen due to a development. It does not provide

for intensive discussion on solutions to social problems that may relate to the

development. The discussions are only centred around technical solutions of water

resource and agricultural problems. In addition, cultural characteristics and a low level

of education may hamper the expression of concerns. These limitations are the source

of difficulties in recognizing and analyzing environmental problems.

A prohibition in Javanese culture against opposing respected people (Santosa, 1990) also

creates an obstacle. When there is a person of authority in the gathering, people usually

do not feel free to criticize. In such cases public meetings and hearings may be used II)

fulfil a legal procedure which may not reflect the real concern of people. To a poorly

educated sociely, this kind of public meeting can be considered a coercive effort to force

people to accept a decision. The Kedungombo case (section 5.3.2) is an example.
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People had already signed the agreement on land compensation. but they protl:st~'d

subsequently (Anon .• 1991d).

7.2 Limited Concern with Environmental Impacts in Evaluating the SOCC'Css of:1

Development

fn Indonesia, where development is intensively carried out to fulfil the primary nceds of

people, the success of a development is often viewed as the completion of a projl:ct on

schedule, and how it alleviates existing socio-economic problems in general, such as how

it provides employment opportunities. The extent to which the developmcnt Crc.1tcs

environmental (including socio-economie) problems is usually ignored. New problems

may be considered something that further development should solve; or may be ignored

because they affect only a relatively limited number of people. The ErA guidelines stalc

that the number of people adversely affected has to be less than 10" of the beneficiaries

of the project in order for an impact to be considered as unimportant (Govt. or Indonesia.

1987).

The case in Kedungombo (section 5.2.2) has shown that limited numbcrs of people can

raise a problem into an international issue. The case in Tapak River (settion 5.2.4)

shows lhat a limited number of adversely affected people can gain the attention of a

higher authority (MPE and BAPEDAL) when a local authority (in this case the Mayor
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of the city and the Governor of the province) ignored the case. Such cases may

jcopardize the political position of the authorities, such as losing the neKt election. It is

cKpccted that the perception that a limited number of adversely affected people is not

important will gradually change. Everyone should aceept that the importa~cc of an

impact is based on Ihe intensity and the nature of the impact. The Indonesian

environmental regulation has provided a specific clause for this (Gov!. of Indonesia,

1987), but the practice is such that the quantity of adversely affected people (or other

environmcntal units, sueh as how many hectares of forest, number of houses, and the

like) still governs. Nevertheless, a new perception shoulr1 emerge that a development

cannOI be considered successful if a serious environmental impact results from it.

7.3 Enhancement of Pu1llic Environmental Awareness

In remote areas, Javanese cultural values usually have not changed much, new values

have not had Illllch effect on the society, and level of education is poor in general. The

passivity. acquiescence, and uneasy feeling when opposing respected people are prevalent

in these areas. These factors ereate substantial difficulties in investigating people's

concerns and opinions about a project. People usually accept their fate when the

government. as a "respected" party, requests them to make a sacrifice for a development.
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Being. aware of environmental problems thM may result, it is the t:lsk of a proll~lnent \(l

enhance people's awareness of consequences of a development. People llOlve to he IIHlue

aware abou~ all possible impacts that will result from the developmcnt. People can bc

involved and participate in the design of mitigation measures. In this way the l.Iesign call

reflect people's preferences.

The tendency towards protest only slarted in the late 1980s (Anon., 1991c, Anlln.,

199Ii., Anon., 1991g). The protests show that lhere has been an cnhancement of public

environmental awareness. They also indicate that environmental problems have alre.aly

reached a level that cannot be ignored. In Java, it has been very difticult to look for

other spaces to live if one has to move due to the inundation of a reservoir or any other

Action/participation research is an excellent approach for understanding and solving

people's problems concerning Jevelopment in Indonesia. Environmental awareness can

be enhanced as well through this research. This type of research needs intensive

involvement of researchers in public activity and participation of people in the research

activity. Cooperation with NGOs would bring a substantial benefit in terms of results

as well as time and cost. Generally, this research takes a relatively long time to come

to a conclusion. This makes this research relatively ekpensive comparctl with other

public participation methods such as public hearings and brainstorming.
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NO Os have been very active as grass roots organizations that intensively involve people.

NOOs, as exhibitcd in some environmental cases in Indonesia, have shown their

contribution in developing public environmental awareness. In many cases NGOs have

successfully represented grass roots concerns that were previously ignored by high level

government. NGOs also have a role in ensuring that developments are more

environmentally sensitive. As their existence is recognized in the environmental

legislation, it shows that their efforts have reoriented the decision making process

tOWllrdS more intensive public participation.

However, there is still a serious problem concerning the operational costs. Some NOOs

receive their financial sources from domestic companies. In the 1970s LBH (see section

5.1.3) obtained financial assistance from the Governor of Jakarta, but now this fund is

no longer available (Anon .• 1991f). Most of the NGOs are still dependent on foreign

financial assistance. It is a disadvantage that programs of NGGs have to be approved by

foreign funding agencies; it reduces their freedom to determine their own programs.

The financial problems can be solved if the proponent shoulders Ihe financial expense.

Activities in an EIA process can be carried out by NGOs and people in cooperation with

the proponent. The disadvantage of this solution is that the proponent, as the one

providing the funds, may be able to influence the result to their own concerns.

However, with an environmental awareness by all panics, each party can contribute

results that maintain objectivity.
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7.4 The Use of Remotely Sensed Data for Environmental Impact Assessment (If

Water ResouItes Developments

This section provides a COOlcrele example on how remotely sensed dlllll ean he utilizlld

for environmental assessment and monitoring. The terrain dala as observed nn lhe

remotely sensed imagery studied in this thesis can be used to suppkmcnt the EIS issued

by LCDC (1980). These data are particularly valuable in providing infonmllinn on

terrain features thai will be inundated. Some physical impacts of the inundation an:

presented. These impacts are assessed based on the understanding of characteristics nf

the terrain as observed on the LANDSAT data and aerial photographs.

The biological environment can be observed from the NOAA and the LANDSAT dall\.

Aerial photographs of appropriate scale (for example I: 12,500) show the details of

physiography and of vegetation cover lhal may indicate specific hahitats of importam

plant and animal species.

The LANDSAT TM and the aerial photographs show cultural features adequately.

Location of archaeological sites and of other important fealUre.~ may he detected and

studied in order that mitigation measures can be designed if these features arc to he

preserved. For further description of the environment and mitigation measures. expertise

in ihe appropriate field should be required.
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As an example, the terrain data as observed on the remotely sensed data studied in this

thesis are used to assess the physical impacts based on the expertise of a civil engineer.

Morphological changes in the Lower Churchill River are assessed and presented in

sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2.

Intensive applications of remotely sensed data are suggested as a part of enhancements

of the EIA process of waler resources developments in Indonesia. A process of

extensive usc of remotely senscd imagery in Indonesia for EIA is suggested. Water

resources development in the South Kedu area was chosen as an illustration.

7.4.1 Impact of Reservoir Inundation on the River Banks

Both banks oflhe Churchill River in the reservoir site are generally very steep, therefore

the future reservoir shoreline on the small scale imagery will appear very similar to the

current river banks. Based on the surficial geology interpretation (Figure 6-6) the

reservoir shore line represents alluvial and marine deposits. The interpretation of

I :40,000 scale false colour infrared imagery covering the river from Gull Island to

Muskrat Falls indicates that most of the shore lines arc on marine deposits.

The inundation of the reservoir on the marine clay will saturate the clay, it will increase

its pore pressure and remould the material that eventually will reduce its shear strength
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(Richards. 1982). Loads exerted on this material, such as re~rvoir water above it or

material deposited from tributaries, will act as disturbance that may result in sliding of

the marine clay. Retrogressive earth flow slide may occur and the reservoir will get

wider.

The alluvial/sand material is stable. Inundation of this well drained material will not

result in serious changes in shear strength, However, erosion may occur due to wave

at;tion or moving water which will initiate the movement of sand particles. Scrimls

problems may occur since these materials lay on the clay marine deposits. When the

shear strength of clay is reduced the alluvial material may collapse.

More extensive and comprehensive assessment of the impacts of reservoir inundation is

provided by Beak Consultants (1978) and the EIS (LCDC, 1980). The remotely sensed

data will provide the location and the extent of the impacts as descritx:d by these

references.

7.4.2 River Bed Degradation Downstream of Muskrat Falls

There are two factors that determine the equilibrium of a river: the forces exerted by

nowing water and the resistance of its river beds and banks to erosion (Richards, 1982).

Alluvial channels like the Churchill River carry a sediment load and erode their bed and
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banks locally in space and time. The cross section in a particular sile may change in

time depending on the fluctuation of the water and sediment discharges, but it can return

to its previous condition and create a cycle that can be considered stable.

Water forces will not change significantly after hydropower development in Muskrat

Falls in the future, as the hydropower generation is designed as a run-of-the river type.

During high flow a number of sediments will be picked up and deposited farther

downstream. Normally, resupply of sediment will be provided during low flows with

low velocities. When most of the sediments are trapped upstream of Muskrat Falls after

the dam is completed, resupply of sediment will only depend on the amount carried by

tributaries downstream of the· reservoir. This resupply will not be sufficient to replace

the eroded sediment, thus degradation of the river bed will occur (Galay, 1983).

The river banks consist of sensitive marine sediment (Beak Consultants, 1978).

Slumping of the river banks occur as observed on Figure 6·7. In the future after the

degradation of the river bcd, funher slumping will occur. The river will get wider and

the velocity of water reduced. This reduces the capacity of the river to transport the

sediments. The river may return 10 an equilibrium state with wider cross section and

flatter longiwdinal slope. An adverse slope may occur as the final result of such river

bed degradation (Galay et al., 1985).

The degradation of the river bed may cease when fine sediments have been taken out and
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the force existing in the flowing water is not sllnicient to carry the remaining coar~

sediment or when the river bed meets a massive bedrock (Richards, 1982). This case

may happen to the Lower Churchill River considering that the right bank consists of hard

rock rather than alluvium.

Erosion of sand bars may occur, therefore the number of the bars and their size will

change over time. Sand bars deposited by flowing water will be more resistant than river

banks that contain liner material and that are not covered by alluvium. If the bank is

covered by alluvium and the erosion by the clear water from the reservoir uncovers this

alluvial materials that exposes the marine clay, erosion may become more serious. This

will happen especially to the left bank up to line 175 (Figure 6·9. thermal infrared

imagery) where erosion and earth now slides have already occurred. The right bank,

from Muskrat Falls to line 175 (Figure 6-9), will be stable as the material is more

resistant than the left bank.

Down~tream from line 175 both banks have similar chances of being eroded, The EIS

(LCDC. 1980) stated that one location of the eroded right bank has a spring in its toc.

This indicates that a clay layer of fine grain material is exposed. Erosion \0 this lype of

material will occur first. These most vulnerable river banks can be identi fied using large

scale aerial photographs and/or by a ground survey.

On the LANDSAT TM (Figure 6-5), it can be observed that most of the sand bars are
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developed in the middle of the river. Only a few of them can be found at the river bank.

The sand bars developed at the river banks may protect the banks from erosion. The

direction of now between the sand bars will determine which part of the river bank will

be subjeeted to the relatively high force of flowing water. This includes the relatively

highly populated river bank at Happy Valley and most of the natural river banks. Based

on this analysis, the river banks that are vulnerable to erosion and the enlargement of the

river were indicated on Figure 6-9.

7.4.3 Procedures for Using Remotely Sensed Data for Environmental Impact

Assessment of Water Resources Developments in the South Kedu Area

This seetion provides a procedure for using remotely sensed data available in Indonesia

for the EJA of a reservoir impoundment project. The recommended procedure is based

on visual interpretation. The use of computer assisted interpretation is considered, but

at the present it is limited to displaying and enhancing the image for easier visual

interpretation.

The area concerned for an EIA study of water resources development for irrigation is the

catchment area, the area along the river downstream of the dam to the estuary, and the

irrigated (service) area of the South Kedu. In the following discussion the environment

of this area is described. Some specific examples relating to the Wadaslintang dam
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project are provided. This dam is lhe only one in this area in which cnvironmcntal

impact studies were prepared shortly before the construction. Somc other cnvironment.11

studies were carried out during the construction.

7.4.3.1 History

A brief environmental assessment for WadasJintang Dam in South Kcdu area was

included in the Feasibility Study of the development (ECI, 1978a). Since therc were no

regulations and guidelines available for preparing an EIS in Indonesia during the period

of the feasibility study. the format followed the guidelines establishcd by government

ageneiesofthe United States of America based on the National Environmental Policy Act

of 1969. The overall result was presented in a Summary of Project Impacts on Physical

and Cultural Environment in a checklist format.

The Environmental Evaluation Study (SEL) of the Wadaslintang Dam was made in 1987

to comply with the EIA regulation (Universitas Diponegoro, 1988). The scope of this

study is larger than the previous one included in the feasibility study. The duration of

this study was 8 months. This SEL was followed by another study to establish the RKL

and the RPL (the environmental management and monitoring plans) that look another one

year to finish. The SEL. the RKL. and the RPL were presented in matrices and a

network diagram which are similar to the ones shown by Canter (1985). The
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socio-economic analysis took up most of the study. although the duration of the study

only allo....-ed a sample of 10 out of 66 villages that were potentially to be affected by the

development.

The RKL and RPL indicated who was responsible for monitoring, how to mitigate the

impacts, and who was responsible for the mitigation measures. However. specific

description indicating level of impacts. and locations in the order of vulnerability to the

impacts was minimal. For example, there was no indication of which pan of the river

banks were susceptible to erosion.

7.4.3.2 Recommended Use of Remotely Sensed Dat.a for the South Kedu area

Although large scale (1:5,000 and 1:10,000) aerial pr.otogrnphs acquired in 1975 are

available for the South Kedu area, they were not utilized for the environmental studies.

This imagery was used for overall development planning and for the detailed designs of

some hydraulic structures including dams and canals. Topographic maps at scales of

1:5,000 and I: I,000 were made using these aerial photographs 10 update the available

1:25,000 scale topographic maps of the area dated in the late 1800's (ECI, 1978a).

Other remotely sensed data, such as satellite data should have been available for the

South Kedu area. The satellite ground receiving :>t.ation in eibinong, Indonesia is capable
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of receiving and processing the LANDSAT ~ISS and T~I data. These data can he

obtained from the PUSDATA oflice of Ministry of Public Works. Howc\'cr, duc tll a

lack of expertise these data were not used in making the SEL, the RPL, and the RKI..

In the Environmental Assessment which was made in 1978, there was nll rderence madc

to the use of remotely sensed data. The satellite data should be collected and studicl! to

improve the existing SEL, to establish baseline data, and to conduct further monitoring

works.

The construction period of Wadaslintang dam was be·twecn 198J and 1987. The

impoundment was started in 1987. It is possible to assess the environment of the arca

in three periods: before 1983, between 1983 and 1987, and after 1987. LANDSATl'M

and MSS data concerning the Wadaslinlang area can be grouped according 10 these

periods. Since cloud cover may be a problem, three sets of information about the tcrrJ.in

can be collected based on a mosaic of the satellite images. Based on the multi-temlXlral

approach, the effect of the development can be investigated and monitored.

For an environmental study concerning water resources development in the South Kedu

area, LANDSATTM imagery is appropriate since it can be used to identify and evaluate

relatively small features. The Bedegolan river is only about 50 m to 80 m wide. The

largest irrigation canal in this area is 20 m wide. With adequate contrast against the

background, these features can be observed on this imagery. The LANDSAT MSS

imagery can provide data on large features such as land use and land cover units.
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Multi-stage remote sensing can be applied using S<'1tel1ite data acquired before 1983 with

the available aerial photographs. Unknown features on the data acquired after 1987 can

be iJentificd and described through ground surveys. If necessary aerial photographs can

be acquired as well.

Other remotely sensed data can be purchased when necessary. In order to have the

maximum result the characteristics of each set of data have to be understood by Ihe

users. For example, the 1.1 km resolution of NOAA imagery will be too coarse to

provide terrain data for the South Kedu area. SPOT data, with 20 m and 10 m resolution

will be useful, although cloud cover is still a problem. IRS imagery provide excellent

data that compares with LANDSATTM and MSS data. However, it does not cover the

South Kedu area. For terrain data in Indonesia, this satellite only covers about a half of

Sumatra. JERS-I, the Japanese satellite, was launched on February 12, 1992. This

satellite carries a SAR (Synthetic Aperture RADAR). The data will be available in late

1992 (Anon .. 1992). Although the interpretation of RADAR is rather more complicated

lhan other remotely sensed imagery, SAR will provide terrain data of the South Kedu

area through clouds.

For the EIA of water resources development in the South Kedu area the use of

LANDSAT MSS and TM data, and aerial photography is recommended due to their

availability at present. Appendix B describes the spectral characteristics and the

recommended use of each band of the LANDSAT TM data as a reference.
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7.4.3.3 Existing Environment

The descripion of the existing environment in this section is based mainly on Ihe

author's knowl~ge about the area supported by the data provided in the previolls

environmental studies conducted by Eel (I978a and 1978b) and by Universitas

Diponegoro (1988). Only 1:25.000 scale topographic maps of 'he depression area and

sand dune area downstream of the Bedegolan River and another I: 130,000 scale m.1p of

the South Koou area were available for this thesis work. These maps give information

on land formation and on water resources of the area.

1.O"'..ated on an archipelago along the equator, the Soulh Kedu area has a tropical climate

which is characterized by a rainy season from about October to May and a dry season

from June to September. Mean monthly temperature and relative humidity arc nearly

constant. Wind velocity and direction change acconting to the season. The climate of

the area is innuenced by both regional and local geographic features (Eel, 1978b). The

regional features include primarily the latitude. the migration of low gradient pressure

systems that cause the monsoons, and the change of wind direction. Local geographic

features are basically topography and proximity to the sea.

The percentage of open sea in Indonesia is greater than the land mass, therefore, a hot,

humid tropical climate is prevalent. The regional climate changes due to the annual
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migration of,\ low pressure trough between app. 15° south and 15° north latitudes. Dry

months from June to September in Central Java results from low-t~-moderate velocity

winds which blow steadily from southeast to northwest (Eel, 1978b). These winds bring

warm and dry air from the lano mass of Australia. The reverse pressure gradie.nt brings

warm and moist air from South China Sea across Central Java. This causes heavy rain

in the months of November through March.

The )ocallll'ographic features. the topography and proximity to the sea, affect the climate

ill the South Kedu region by doubling mean annual rainfall between the low coastal plain

..od the upland region (ECI, 1978b). The differential heating and cooling between the

land and the ~a affect the strength and direction of the prevailing wind by causing a

diurnal shifting between a sea Clnd a land breeze.

Monthly temperature in the South Kedu area ranges from 25°C 10 2'flC (ECI, 1978b).

Diurnal variation is about -PC. Mean monthly average humidity ranges from 85% to

90%. As it stated in Section 3, relatively high rainfall intensity is recorded in the area:

::2000 mm to 3000 10m in the coastal plain, and 3000 to 4500 mOl in the upland (ECI,

1971ib). Some stations show that 5000 - 6000 mm of rainfall is not surprising in the

upland.

Duration of sunshine hours is normally reported as the percent of time with sunshine

between 8.00 am to 4.00 pm. At Sempor. the mean annual sunshine duration is 53%
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(ECI. 1979b). However. ther~ is no significant corrdation ~twl.'t,'n sunshine dur.llitln

and rainfall (ECI, 1979b). In the .....et Sl.mon. high cloud con:r in the lIlomin{!. will he

followed by an aflernoon downpour. In the dry season. he"vy duml co...er in th ...

morning is usually blown by strong southeasl .....ind <lnd replacl.'tl by hi{!.her allitude

clouds.

It has been mentioned in Settion 3.4.:! thai Ihere arc thl'\.'C physiographic unils in the

South Kedu basin: the upland. the coaslal plain. and Ihe sand dunes. .~ upland is

located at the north part and relatively jm:Jl1 portions in the L"3sl and west P.1rts nf Ihe

basin. The coastal plain can be considered as a depression aTl,~a surmundl'tl by Ihese

uplands and the sand dune area in the south. A c!:Jssillcatinn system fur lhe

physiography of the area was developed based on the limited available inrormation (Tilhk

7·1). The numbering system in the classification can be used IU annutate lIlOlPS :llld

imagery.

The available topographic maps with scales of 1:1.000; 1:5,000 and I :25,000 arc useful

for delineating Ihe firsl le"'el of classification, which is the Ihn..-c physiogr.tphic units in

South Kedu area. A beller presentation can be made on a slandard sile (A I) I: 125,000

scale topographic map with 10 m spaced contour lines. The conlour lines can be u~d

to delineate the boundary between the upland and the coastal plain. However, clo~r

spaced contour lines, every 2 m, are needed to de.ermine the boundary between the
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coastal plain and thc sand dune areas. Using the same topographic map the watershed

boundary of thc whole South Kcrlu area and of the reservoirs planned in the area can be

mapJX.'d. Thcse boundary lines can then be transferred to a LANDSAT MSS imag.e of

I: I,OOO,£XXlscalc,

Table 7·1 Ph)'siographic Cla..sification systcm for the South Kedu area

Upl,md
II <llluvialplain

III parallel drainage pattern
12 mild slope

121 parallel drainage pattern
In dendritic drainage pattern

13 st~CP slope:
131 dendritic drainage pattern

Coastal plain
21 high area

211 parallel drainage pattern
depression areas

221 year round l10aded areas
222 yearly flooded areas

Sand dune area
31 sand flats
-'2 undulating areas

Any single band of LANDSAT MSS data shows different rel1ectance characteristics

bctwcen 5.1nd, ag.ricultural (low) vegetation. and high trees, These characteristics also

dearly distinguish the sand dunes, the coastal plain. and the upland. However band J
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and band ~ (ncar infrared) are more useful than band 1 (gn:en) ~lr hand ~ {red) fnr

showing the physiography of an area. Clearly observable drainage pauerns in the ncar

infrared bands enhance the topographic characteristics \lfthe area imaged su that [ll';\ks,

valleys, and troughs can be easily interpreted.

The !!12lilnsl. (see Figure 3·7) at the north part of the basin has its highest c1cv;uiI1l1

ranging from 700 111 to 900 111 above mean sea level. [n the east and west the highest

level in the catchment area is around 350 m. A hilly topography is prevaknt in the

upland with lots uf peaks. Around the Wadaslintang resef'\.'oir sume peaks up III J(Klm

high can be fOllild. With the reservoir at full level (185 m), these peaks fmlll rdativcly

steep slopes.

The South Kedu~ is bOILnded by the Cingcingguling River in the west antllhc

BogowonlO River in the cas\. Only a very small porI ion of this plain is located in the

east part of Bogowonto River. These two rivers, the upland in the north and lhe sand

dune area in the south, create an approximately rectangular shape of lhe C{);lst;\1 plilin,

which is about 100 km long and 15 km wide. This coastal plain is gently sloping

southward starting from about 40 m to app. 3 m above mean sea level. The soils here

are fine grained and clayey in texture (ECI, 1978a).

The~ occurs along the coastal plain from the west to the cast ends of the

South Ket.lu area. It makes a long strip of about -+ km wide and 100 km long.
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The slope as a further component of the upland in tile classification system at ~ond

level can be clearly observed when tile imagery is viewed in stereo. Thus. for this

purpose aaial photographs or stereo SPOT images should be used. However. a

wj)ographic m;lp produced from the aerial pllotographs could be used instead. The

dclinemion of the boundary between the alluvial plain (2% 10 15%). mild slope (15% to

40%) and steep slope (> 40%) can be made based on the density of the eonlOur lines.

The~ lie along the main rivers and in the downstream parts of tributaries.

In tht: W:ld:lslintang watershed. the~ areas have a lithology of a mixture

!>ctween 11l<\r\ i1IlU volcanic breccia (Universitas Diponegoro. 1988). The~

~ mainly consists of volcanic breccia. Land mass movement is a common

phenomcnon. cSJX'rially after a downpour in the wet season in the areas with slopes

stceper than 40%. The width of the land slides is usually less than 10 m.

In the co.lslal plain the relatively ~canbedifferentiatedfrom the~

using LANDSAT MSS band 3 or 4 (near infrared). The depression area in South Kedu

region is the low area in the coastal plain where noods of more than three days duration

frequently occur in the .....et season. The maximum flood areas may be observed on the

LANDS,\T image when it is obtained during the flood period. When the area is imaged

right aCler the peak 11000. the vegetation stressed by the excess water can be

distinguishcd frotllthe undisturbed plants using infrared LANDSAT MSSdata (McMahon

Hnd Collins. 1985). Based on this characteristic the boundary of the depression areas can
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be delineated. T.....o main depression areas exist. one in the do.....nstream p..lrt (If the

Cingcingg.uling River and Ihe other in Ihe downstrealll pan of the lkdl,,'golan Ri\·l.'r.

In the sand dune areas. t.....o topographic units can be diffl.'rcntiatlX! using a tl'J1:l'l;rJphk

map having ~ III contour lines: the~ with elevation about J - ~ III IOl.'all,,'()

in Ihe nonh pan. and Ihe ll!lll..IiliUin areas with average ekvation about 10 III is at Ihe

south part adjacent to the ocean. Some peaks in Ihe undulating pan CXCl,,'l.'lI ~O m. t-Iust

of the peaks are 10 m to 20 m high.

The third level of the physiographic classification system is concerned with the drainage

pattern in the area. Due to the small sizes of the rivers. imagery with tiner resolutiun

has to be used. LANDSAT TM band 4 (near infrared) would be the best for water body

delineation. Rivers may be observed as long continuous dark lines, or lhey c,ln he

identified from the presence of riparian vegetation.

A dendritic drainage pattern is prevalent in the upland area. Only in the very upstream

of the Bogowonto River parallel drainage patterns arc found. Cingcingguling and

8ogowonlo Rivers exhibit a sub·dendritic pallern. One side of their banks arc in the

coastal plain while the other is in the upland area. Infrared aerial photographs could

provide better details of the natural drainage. especially when they cannot be observed

on the LANDSATTM imagery.
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In the~ thc drainage pauerns are mostly parallel. The main rivers flow

between irrigated lands, approximately parallel from north to south. Almost all water

in the South Kc<lu basin drains to these main rivers. The sand dunes create barriers so

that only the five major rivers bring thc water to the ocean (see Figure 3-7). Some

natural drainage channcls run along the edge of the sand dune area parallel with the coast

line.

Deprcs~i(ln are'IS can be observed on a LANDSAT MSS band 3 or 4 (near infrared). but

on .. I.ANDSAT TM band 4 image these features will be Detter observed. Imagery

acquired in the wet season delineate the whole depression areas. and the ones acquired

in the dry ~eason will show the year round flooded areas. The~ areas can

be determined by subtracting these two areas. During the early part of the wet season,

estuarics in the South Kedu area are impeded by sand dunes which form across the river

mouths during the dry season. This makes the floods in the depression area more severe.

Usually a pilol channel is constructed through these sand plugs to assist the river to break

through to lhesca.

The mapping of the physiographic classification system (Table 7·1) on the remotely

sensed (LANDSAT MSS and TM) data can further be interpreted in terms of bedrock

geology and surficial geology. These two items are important in the EIA of water

resources devclopment.
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LANDSAT TM data will provide adequate infornlolion on hx:ation of surlkiJl m<l:;S

movel1l,:nts in the upland and on small rock outcrop.~. Red hand would ~ besl fllr thi5

purpose (Energy. Mines alld Resources Canada. 1987). However. if more Ilet;tikd

information is required, aeri..\1 photographs have 10 he us~d.

Mapping of the surficial deposits can be carried out on tilt: LANDSAT TM il1lag~

Bedrock and structural geology can be mapped separatcly on thc samc type llf inmg\lr~'.

Existing geology maps of the area can be used for lhe fir~llevcl mapping. Thc help 'If

an experienced geologist should be requeste<J to assist with funhcr lcvel imcrpret:ltiull.

Land cover and land yse

It is useful 10 apply the land cover and land use c1assilicationand mapping separately III

the three distinct physiographic unils because of diflerem charactcristics nl' majur

t"eatun:s. The upland is mostly occupied by forest. lhe coastal plain is occupkd hy low

seasonal vegetalion (agriculture), arK! the sand dunes are mllstly ban: saoo with spcdfic

sand vegetation. However. distinct land cover and land use can Ix: das.~ificd in several

levels as shown in Table 7-2. The numbering system in the classification is used III

annotate maps and imagery.
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Table 7·2 Land use and land cover classification of South Kedu area

forcst
11
.2

13
Agriculture

21

22

natural (mixed) forest
artilicial forest (planted)

121 deciduous (teak) forest
122 coniferous (pine) forest
123 private plantation (clove)

gardcn/house yard vegetation

dry crops
211 soya
212 corn, cassava, and others

rice
221 rninfcd
222 lechnically irrigated

42 rivers

rock barren
soil barren
sand barren

JI
J2
3)

Wnlcr bodics
41 reservoirs

411
412

large reservoirs/lakes
fish ponds

421 main rivers
422 small tributaries

Wclland
51 permanently flooded
52 cultivated .....etland

Cuhura1 fcnlures
61 population centres

611 towns
612 villages

62 transportation
621 highway
622 small roads
623 railway

63 hydraulic structures
631 dams
632 weirs, barrages
633 irrigation canals
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The firstle~'el of the classification system can be int~rpre(ed and mapped 011 LANDSAT

MSS imag~ry of 1:1,000,000. Bands 3 and 4 (near infrared) will clearly show fureslS,

agricultural areas, barren land. waler bodies, and weiland. The cultural featllrC!! can he

identified more easily on band:! (red), Features at the sccolld level generally can he

detected and distinguished using LANDSATTM. In the third level. aerial photographs

will be needed. except for the delineation of forest and agricultural features for which

LANDSAT T/'\,1 can be used.

The terrain featufe classified as fw:ill comprises clusters of high Ifees. Fur the

delineation of the second level features within the foresl, LANDSAT TM band 4 (nc:lr

infrared) should be used. Composite image consisting uf vi"ible and ncar infrared bands

are commonly used for this purpose, for example an image of eombin:llion of band 2

(displayed in blue), band 3 (in green), and band 4 (in red) a[lpcars similar tu a false

colour infrared pl:otograph.

The na!llrnl (mixed) forests in the South Kedu area are located in the high parts uf the

upland and they are far from the highways. The vegeiation cover comprises !iCveral

layers, from high trees. and bushes to mossy areas. On the image, these can be

distinguished from~, because the latter usually ronsisls of single ~pecies.

The single species forests will show a homogeneous texture and hue, and sometimes

specific pauerns. Cluster of high trees also occur in house yardS. Most of the houses

in remote areas are covered by tree crowns, however, there are always some spaces
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where thc groumJ and the roof topS are exposed. This can be observed on the

I.ANDSATTM imagery as adiffcrenl hues creating different patterns from mixed forests

and from the artilicial forests.

The artificial forest in the South Kedu area comprises mainly teak (deciduous) and ui..lli:

(coniferous) trees. Many private plantations in the upland contain clove which is also

a ~cciduolls tree. The detiduous forest refletls much more infrared energy than the

coniferous tl'L'CS. This will make the teak and the clove appear brighter pink lhan the

pine. The rlltlectancc of the teak will be different from the clove in the dry season,

because the teak loses its leaves. On the LANDSATTM data obtained during lhe dry

season the teak can be distinguished from the clove and other species. In this case both

mulli-tcillporal and multi-spectral approaches are applied for the mapping of each plant

type.

Agrjc\1lm[e Areas arc abundant in the coastal plain. bUI they are also found in the upland

and in the sand dune areas. In the coastal plain rice is planted most of the time. Dry

crops arc planted only in places and in time where water is scarce. Usually in the last

three monlhs of lhe dry season. people plant soya or corn rather than rice. tn the

upland, Illost of rice fielt1s arc rainfed. Only small portions of agricultural areas are

artilicial1y irrigated. Cas~va ptant is abundant in the Wadaslintang watershed. In the

s.1nd tlats of the san~ dune areas soya is planted most of the time.
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Rice can be differentiated from dry crops on LANDSAT TM band 4 (ncar infrared), or

on a composite image containing band 4. The difference bctwl,.'Cn irrigated and min fed

rice fields can be observed in the early dry season when rainfed rice is nol planted. If

it is planted. the moisture condition for it is not the same as for the irrigated rice. The

difference in moisture conlent results in a different rctlcctancc of the infrared energy

(Nellis, 1984). This helps the mapping of these two features. The irrigated rice lkld

can be detected due to the presence of hydraulic structures. However, irrigation

structures in the upland are too small to be discernible from LANDSAl TM data, In

such cases aerial photographs andfor ground surveys arc required.

~ can be easily recognized using LANDSAT TM data. Rock outcrops in a

vegetated terrain can be interpreted using band 5 of the LANDSAT TM (Energy, Mines

and Resources Canada, 1988). Red band, however, has shown different rcncclancc

between m. ssill, and ~i!ruL!li!IWU., therefore this band can be used to indicate the

place and the extent of these features,

~ can be observed clearly on the near infrared band imagery, L1rgc

reservoirs can be observed using LANDSAT MSS band 3 or 4. LANDSAT TM band

4 will provide a more detailed interprel:ltion. However, the 30 m resolution of the

LANDSAT TM is still too coarse to diSCt'.rn small water bodies such as fish ponds.

Small tributaries sometimes can be interpreted through the presence ofdistinct reflectance

of its riparian vegetation. Inventory of tributaries is important to have a complete
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information on water resources in the watershed. In order to include these small

features, thermal or rene<:livt: infrared airborne imagery should be obtained.

~ occupy the depression areas in the South Kedu area. The higher pans of the

wetlands which are temporarily flooded in the wet season are classified as~

~. This area can be clearly distinguished from the surrounding agricultural fields

from the pattern of the land boundaries. The shape is more irregular compared with the

surrounding agricultural fields that are generally rectangular. Distinct reflectance

characteristics of stressed vegetation after flooding on a near infrared imagery can also

be used 10 delineate these areas. Parts of the wetlands that are permanently flooded are

covered by moss carpet and distinctive pattern of vegetation tllat appear in different hue

from the surrounding on an infrared imagery, therefore LANDSAT TM band 4 can be

used for the mapping of these features.

TIle best band to show~ is the red band of LANDSAT TM data (Energy,

Mines and Resources Canada. 1986). This type of imagery shows population centres,

tTatlsponatioll infrastructures, and large hydraulic structures.

~ can be detected by their size and their street networks which are clearly

observable on LANDSAT TM band 3. However.~ or populatioll centres in the

rural areas can only be detected as clusters of trees among agricultural fields connected

to each other by roads or highways.
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Wide right·of·wayof~ make them clearly discernible on an illl3gC of LANDSAT

TM band J.~ and~ can appear as long bright lines on this type of

image. However, in South Kedu t!lese features are oflen covered by tR'C crowns planh..'tI

on each side. "They sometimes coold be rerognized from the p~necof continuous lines

of trees. In the upland a winding road may have a similar appearance as a drainOige

channel. A straight pattern in an agricultural area can also be interpreted OIS a ro.1d or

an irrigation canal. In such case, knowledge of the area, or a map and large scale aerial

photographs may be required.

Illi.m1 and large~ or~ can be observable on a LANDSAT TM il11ugl:,

especially on the red band. However, the near infrared band is more useful since the

interpretation of such hydraulic structures usually is associated with Ihe reservoir or the

created backwater. Small weir can be detected where one or two irrigation canals br.mch

out from the river. Concrete lining of the canal can be easily detected using the red band

of the LANDSAT TM data. "The water in the canal will enhance the appearance: of this

feature on the near infrared band imagery. If the structure is too small and it will not

be resolved on tilt' small scale imagery, a large scale aerial photography will be required.

7.4.3..1 Impacts of Water Resources Developments

A dam 10 store water in South Kedu area for irrigalJ..m is always constructed
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sinllllt<ln..:ously with adivcrsion weir in the downstream reach. If a weir has been in

eXl\tcnce, u'Hally an improvcmcnt is madc to meet the design requirement to includc the

discharge rcgulah:d from :11C reservoir. In ordcr to study the impact of similar

dcvclopl11cnh in thc 'Irca in til:; fulure, impacts of previous developments can be studied

using satellitc d:ua .Iud other remotely sensed imagery. Table 7-~ shows hoI\.' the impacts

of Mll.:h (k~·elorlllenrs. ;IS com be experienced in the Soulh Kedu area and other places in

the world. may be classified. The emphasis is placed on impacts that can be monitored

Ilsing remotely sensed data.

Physjcall!llQacls

At the StOlTt or a diil1l construction, access roads. hauling roads, and camp sites are

conslruct..:d. Changes in land use and land cover result from land clearing. excavation

and other carth work. These activilks are continued with the excavation of the

foundation fur the dam and for its ancillary structures. A large scale excavation follows

to establish a quarry. Land clearing and all excavations Lhat remove vegetation cover and

dmnge the topogmphy will change the run-off regim.:, because different land cover units

havc difli... rclll run-off coefficients (Tao and Kouwen, 1989), In the construClion of the

Wadaslint'\I1g dam this h<iS resulted in slope instability causing frequent land slides.

Control of drainage in the camp site and ..long the roads may prevent stope failure, but

still a higher erosion rate may be anticipated. Increase in sediment content in the river

is diflicult to avoid, since the excavation is in the river body and in its vicinity. This

matcrial will be deposited in the downstream rC<\ch of the river and in the existing Table
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7·) Em"iflllHlh,'nt.11 imp.1ct c1:l.SSi(ication for a dam eunstrucli\lll

Physkal impact
II Durin~ construction

111 ChanI;c in land uS\: and land cowr
1111 in lhe camp and the constructit1n sile
III:! in the surroundin! :lTl:a

II~ Increase of SI."diment discharge ill the rh'cr
II:! I aggradation of the riwr ~'d

II:!::! sediment (kposition in the irri~atit"'llOlnals

I::! Rcscl'\'oir Impoundment
I::! I Further change in land usc and land covcr

I::!II in the reservoir Sill.'
I::!I~ in the vicinity of thc rescrvoir

J,' Induced reservoir seismicity
1-1 Bank erosion and slumping

131 in the reservoir shoreline
13~ along the river banks downstream of thc U:lI11

Biological Impact
2\ During construction

211 change of wild lire habitat
2111 due to change of land cover
2112 due to disturbances (such as noise)

22 Reservoir impo'Jndment
~~ I change of wildlife habitat

2211 new waleI' habitat
2212 due to change of land cover in the reservoir vicinity

Socio-economic impact
31 During construction

311 change in land use in the camp and construction site, and vicinity
312 stress on agriCUlture due to change in waleI' quality in lhe cuaslal

plain
32 Reservoir impoundment

321 $'1":55 on agriculture due to interruption of irrigation waleI'
322 change in land use in the reservoir vicinity

33 After construction
331 change in land use

3311 in the watershed
3312 in the service area

332 change in the agricultural activity
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irrigatiol1 (<111<11\ TheM: imp<lcts were observed during lhe con~lruction of the

W:tua~lillt;\lIl; lhun.

I.i\NDS,\T TM d<lla band J (rcu) is suitable to monitor the disturbance of the land

(Ic:lring in the camp and construction sites. Slope 1~i1urc and erosions are discernible

011 tbis il11:lge, as in this case a portion of the veglliation cover is removed and the

cxpvseu soil crcales surticienl contrast with the remaining vegetation cover.

Tile sllr1"lciOiI gcolUIlY limp similar 10 tbal described previously ~hould provide data on

sensilive regions where slope failures arc n·,ost likely to occur. Further moniloring and

IJTUtcctiun measures should be concenlrated in these areas. LANDSAT TM band 3 may

be suflicient to provide information on large slope failures. More detailed information

;Ll1d lhe delection of relatively small slope failures will require the use of normal colour

aerial photographs.

The inh:nsity of .sediment content in a water body can be observed using the visible

region of the electromagnetic energy (Lillesand and Kieffer, 1987; Lillesand et Oll., 1987;

Choubcy and Subramanian, 1990; Lalhrop, 1992). However, rivers with sediments in

lhe South Kedu area are too small to appear on the LANDSAT TM imagery. Natural

colour aerial phologr<lphs of 1:5,000 scale should be acquired in order to observe the

lurbidityandsMdbarscreatcdinlheriver.
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The LANDS,\T T~l will provid~ information on th~ impact of this high Sl'(hlll~nt Cllllll'nt

in the agricultural areas. The redu('~d capacity (If the irrigation can,lls llIay ;\ISIl cre01ll'

stress to agricultural plants. Near infrared band can bl' II.'lCd III 1lI1111ittlr ,he arCilS with

reduced supply of water. The vegetation (rlcelillay rcth:ct less infrared l'ner~y in Ihc.\C

areas compared with other places having sufticielll irrigatioll SIIPI)ly, tlu:rc!ilre,

delineation and quantification of the stressed areas can be made on this imagery.

As the dam is completed, the rescJ'\loir impoundment is started. The impoundment

changes the flowing water into still water. River banks are immdaled to an extent that

is determined by the slope of the bank, the longitudinal slope of the river bcd, and the

height of the dam. All these terrain features prior to the start of the ill1(lOundment can

be obseJ'\led on LANDSAT TM data as discllssed previously. The extent and the ralc

of impoundment is best observed on ncar infrared band (Gupta and Banerji, 1985; White,

1977). Either LANDSAT MSS band 3 or 4, or LANDSAT TM band 4 can be used.

Some dams in the world have experienced an induced rescJ'\loir seismicity during the

initial impoundment period (Thomas, 1976). Therefore, the reservoir should be filled

up with a slow rate' instead of a sudden impoundment to provide adjustment of the

reservoir bed. The stress resulting from the water mass may be released through fault

movements. A !ludden load increases the possibility of an earthquake. The bedrock and

structural geology map, specially prepared for the reservoir and dam site area, should

provide data on location and extent of faults including their latesl movement. Such data
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<Ire cumpiled using s<l(cllite imagery (Drury, 1987). An experienced geologist should

dcterminc the sensitivity of the faults in producing the seismicity.

Shore line cstubli~hmcnt may include slumping and other types of slope failures due to

wave altack and change in soil moisture. The material, the slope. and vegetation cover

will determlnc thc rcsist.1Oce of the bank. The reservoir width and prevailing winds will

determine the seriousness of wave attack (Thomas, 1976). The sensitive areas to erosion

should bc highlighted on the surficial geology map. Prevcntivc mcasures can be designed

based on this lllap if the shoreline is to be protected.

Most of sediment that used to be carried by the river will be trapped in the reservoir.

The change in sediment discharge downstream of the reservoir will result in less

deposition of sediment in the river bed. Erosion will take place and river bed will

degrade (Galay, 1983). Slumping of rive1 bank will occur before a new equilibrium state

is reached. Regulated water released from the reservoir may reduce the magnitude and

frequency of t100d.~. Reduction of water level in the river will make slumping of the

river banks Illore serious. Deposition of sediment may elevate the river bed farther

downstream (Shalash. 1986).

Similar to the case of the shoreline establishment, detailed mapping of surficial geology

sh('uld include sensitive areas along the river banks. to determine the location and method

of protection measures. Aerial photographs, similar 10 the one for monitoring waler
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turbidity along the rivers during constructilln. should he acquiTl.'l.1 W 1l1llnitllr the r~'\"CrSl,.'

phenomenon alter the constructiun period.

Increase of population in the catchment area, due to relocation from reSl.'T\·tlir arc", or

from other sites aUracted by the development will resull in I;UH.I usc c1mnges. Thc

changes in land use or land covcr may change the run·olf coefficient (Tao and Ktllll\'cn,

1989). Further impact is the change of the hydrology and the sediment regimc ill thc

watershed. [1 is natural that the amount of water can be storcd in the rcscT\'uir will he

less over time because of thc sediment deposition. However, with a higher rilte lIf

sediment deposition the life span of the reservoir will be shortened.

The actual use of remotely sensed data used for land use and land cover observation has

been demonstrated previously. Further, run-off and erosion relatcd phenomena such liS

the change in the hydrology and sediment transport regime in the watershed can be

assessed by an expert in this ficld using the dala provided by the interpretation of the

remotely sensed imagery,

Bjologicallmpacts

During construction, the change in land cover and land use will eliminate or al1cr

biological habitat. Noise from machinery, blasting operations and other disturbances

created by the construction workers will further eliminate the site for wildlife use, An

example in the Semper dam and Wadaslintang dam showed that monkeys that used 10 be
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in the trees around the projcct site are never seen after the completion of the dam. This

illlpal.:t ~holiid be temporary. ho .....ever. the migration of more people into the project area

makes this impact permanent.

After the reservoir impoundment, permanent ch'j" .: of land usc occurs in the reservoir

mea. Some hahitats of wildlife will be eliminated, The dislocation of wild animals, llIay

endanger their population status. besides also endangering local residents.

Changing of furested lands into agriculture will be more serious due to relocation

impal.:ts. This will reduce the wildlife habitat in the catchment area.

A map of wildlife habitat can be made based on the land cover/land use map combined

with the physiographic map. The areas of concern for an EJA of a reservoir

impoundment project are the construction area and camp sites and surroundings facilities.

the reservoir site and the watershed. The specilic wildlife species, especially endangered

species. should be inventoried. Based on these data. mitigatiun measures to provide the

least disturbance to those species can be designed.

Socjo-ecQJlQmir impact

SOCiO-I,.'COllomic related impacts that can be interpreted from remotely sensed data arc the

change in land use. and the presence of new cultural features caused by relocation of
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lhe cillchmenl area as wdl as in lhe service area.

With the in~'r""il~ing pupulation. and with the limited av,\il:thility {If land in lhe ~'atehmellt

area. lhe CapOlcily to provide people with fllOd will be reduced. People ;lllfilCIl'd hy the

development may cause the rl'duction uf the irrigated land in thc scn'icc area. This

impacl is significant in lhe South Kcuu arc;!. Another problem is thOlt IlI.'upk muvc intn

lhe develollCd area Ie open new rice fields. This may result in shurt;,ge of irrigation

water supply (Wheeler, 19&7).

Neweultural features that can be observed on the remotdy sensed inmgery lII.lY eOlllllrisc

enlargement and addition of population centres nuu toilds. Some previuusly isolatcl!

population centres in the catchment area in W"daslilll:lng h,we b~'Cn cUl1neeled hy new

roads left by the development. Negntive nod positive socio-economic impacts resulting

from this isolation breaking can be swdicd further by an appropriate expert.
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8. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is the process of identifying the likely

consequences of implemenllng particular activitles such as Industrial development or the

enaclment of legislation. The consequences concern the physical, biological, and socio

cconomic conditions of the area being developed. An EIA process includes baseline

studies. impact predictions. and mitigation measures. Besides scientists and experts, the

involvcment of thc pLlblic is important as they are the ones that are usually adversely

affccted. In order to determine the valued ecosystem components that have to be

cxamined in the baseline studies, the opinions, ideas. preferences, and problems raised

by the public or that exist in the society have to be considered. Therefore, exchange of

information between the proponent and the public regarding the development is crucially

important.

8. I Problems in Conducting Environmental Impact Assessment in Indonesia

During the conduct of EIAs of water resources developments in Indonesia, the following

problems exist.

Recent water resources developments in Indonesia have resulted in confrontations

between the proponent and the public. These problems appear to be the result of
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shortcomings in the Indonesian EIA process that ma)' ~xcludc the oonduct of

effective exchange of information between tl\( proponent and the pUblic. and 11~

conductofacli~public review,

2. AnOl:her problem exists concerning the cullunl characteristics of Jav:ln~'SC p.'t'lpk

who art passive and acquicscent. usually finding il diffICUlt toexprcss opposition

to "respected" people. Special public panicip'l.1ion m.:thods such as

active/participalion rtsearch should be applied 10 encourage people to CXfll'CSS

their concerns, ideas. and problems concerning the development, and to conduct

an effective exchange of information.

3. Remote sensing is an ~cellent 1001 to carry out sltJdics pertaining to

environmental impact assess~nt. A satellite ground receiving station. that is

able 10 recei~'e and process LANDSAT MSS and TM and other satellite data,

exists in Indooesia. Howevtr, only a limited number of scientists presently usc

remotely sensed data for water rcsoorces developments. Land and populalion

pressures lhal exist in Indonesia, especially in Java. urge the utilization of

remotely sensed data for moniloring the environment and for EIA of water

resourt"e$ development. The use of remotely sensed data for assessing

developments needs tobeencouragcd.
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IU Fulfilment of Objectives

Current environmental concerns in Indon~sia ar~ described in this thesis. Future

concerns arc also discussed through suggesiions of solutions (0 current problems in th~

Indonesian EIA process and praetic~s.

Due 10 lime conslraints, and to lhe lack of remotely sensed data from Indon~sia the

~varllalion of the current use of remotely sensed imagery is based on a literature review,

on the experience gained by interpreling the Churchill River imagery, and on the civil

engineering background of the aUlhor in water resources development. The thesis would

have been slrenglhened considerably if Indonesian imagery have been available.

Nevertheless, a procedure for using remotely sensed data in the conduct of EIAs of water

rcsouiCes development is includ~ in section 7.4.2.

8.3 Review of the Environmental Impact Assessm~nt Processes

tI.'!ain points arising out of the review of the Indonesian Environmental Impact

Assessmenl Process are presented as follows.

I. The confrontations between people and proponents following waler resources

developments have been due 10 an inadequate participJtion of the public in the
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solution (II their concerns prior to the developments. This is thought to be a

result of shortcomings in the presentlndronesian EIA regulations as outlincd in thc

following.

There is a lack of facility for independent rcvicw in the EIA »wccss.

Although the opportunity for the public LO eltprc~ ideas, opinions. and

concerns about developments IS acknowledged. the oL1ligatiuli of the

proponent to conduct an information exchange program wilh the public is

not adequately stated.

Opportunities for the public to participatc in tlte review process is

provided through their representatives on the EIA Commission. however

lhe membership of the adversely affected people and non-governmental

organizations (NGGs) are under the full discretion of the Minister of lhe

initiating department (MID) of tile project or the governor of the province.

Even though the adversely affected people and the NODs oue repreSCntL'tI

on the EIA Commission, they are a minorilY amongst other members who

may have an interest in supporting the proponent.

These problems may lead to minimal attention given, or even ignorance of. the

concerns of adversely affected people by the proponent, the governmenl • and the

EIA Commission.

2. The Indonesian EIA review process is a self assessment within the initiating
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department. This review process is considered adequate in reviewing proposals

of private companies. However, in the case of water resources development, in

which all the proponents are government agencies in the initiating department,

there is a great tendency for a !:lias towards the proponent to occur. In order to

minimi7e the bias, the EIA review process should be carried out by an

independent party.

3. In order to have an independent review for the EIA process at the national level

in Indonesia, it is suggested that the Minister of Population and Environment

(MPE) should have authority for the EIA process. At the provincial level the

authority could remain with the Governor of the province. The composition of

the ErA Commission may be similar to that at present with the exclusion of the

proponent, the adversely affected people and NGOs.

4. Information dissemination to the public about a development has to be

comprehensive, communicated in timely manner, and understandable. It is

recommended that there be a requirement for an information exchange program

in the Indonesian EIA regulations. The program should be designed to ensure

that the public understand the proposal and encourages people 10 express their

opinions and concerns. In Javanese society, it can be difficult to obtain

information from the public concerning the development because of the cultural

characteristics of the people.
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5. In order to obtain people's concerns and to investigate their problcms with rCl:wd

to the proposal, action/participation research might be used. This rescarl:h

emphasizes the involvement and panicipation of people who will bcncfit by thc

research. The involvcment of NGOs in this rcsearch is an advantage, since they

usually know thc conditions under which the people live, and the prOpl'r W:lY to

approach them. With close interaction between the proponcllI, the (adversely

affected) people, and the NGOs, the exchange in inforlll:ltion regarding the

development can be well managed.

6. Current concerns regarding development.s indicate that problems concerning

adversely affected people should be al1evialcd. The decision-making proccss in

Indonesia lends to sacrifice a small number of people for the welfare of a largcr

society as a justifiable consequence of a development. [t is suggested th"t

developmcnts should include all efforts to minimize advcrse imp..1cts.

8,4 Use of Remotely Sensed Oat..: for the Environmental Impact Assessment of Water

Resources Developments

This thesis provides a learning experience in using remotely sensed data. The main

points arising out of this effort, especially in the application of the remotely sensed dala

for the South Kedu area, can be summarized as follows.
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Remotely sensed data enabll's its users 10 d~scribe the environrn~lIt of large ;m';\s

with only limited ground reconnaissance. R~motdy sensed dala alsu provide

information on inacc~ssible and remote areas where ground surveys arc dil'ricull

to conduct Another important advant:lge is lhat the remotdy sensed data C:lll be

acquired periCX:ic:llly. This allows the terrain environment 10 be continuously

monitored, so that any serious changes can be promptly recognized alld any

mitigatiol1 measures, if needed, could be imph:tI1ent~,{/ ill1lllediatdy ,lner

notificalion.

2. The literature review as list~d in Table 6-) provides information on the usc anti

on interpretation methods of various rcmolely sensed dala ,lpplicablc for

environmemal monitoring concerning water resources development. Many (If the

types of imagery and methods were not utilized in this thesis. Nevertheless. the

comprehensive list pro'lides references and illustrations of the ~xtent of the usc

ofremolely sensed data in this field.

3. In order to have a successful interpretation of remotely scnscd dal<l, lllultiple

view approaches are recommended:

multi-spectral remote sensing, in which data of a particular site llrc

acquired simultaneously in several spectral bands,

multi-stage remole sensing, in which data of a particular sill' arc acquired

at diffc:rentaltitudes,
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multi-tcmporal rcmote sensing, in .....hieh data sets of a particular site are

acquired at Jiffcrcnttimes.

Mulli,spl,.'(;tral remote sensing uses several types of sensors including photographic

and vitJco cameras, thermal scanner, multi-spectral scanner and RADAR.

Multistage remote sensing is concerned with the platforms carrying the sensors

such as satellitc, aircraft, and helicopter. Multi-temporal remote sensing is

csscnti,ll in an EIA, since it may provide data on environmt:ntal changes of the

termin.

4. Mulli-slage remote sensing in this thesis is applied starting with NOAA imagery

at the smallest scale (L9,OOO,OOO) and leading up to natural colour aerial

ph010graphs at the largest scale (1:!2,500). The large coverage of NOAA

imagery includes the whole Churchill River watershed which is more than 90,000

kill!. Land cover and geological features arc discernible and can be mapped using

this illlage. However, the spatial resolution, which is 1.1 km at nadir allows

large features only to appear on the image. This limitation makes it difficult 10

describe terrestrial features in Indonesia, especially in the South Kedu area,

Central Java, where all terrain features are relatively small. Therefore, the use

of NOAA imagery for EIA of water resources development in the South Kedu

arl,.'i\ is not recommended.
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5. Considering the ~:o;.istcnce of th~ 5.1tcllite ground receiving station in Imti1n~'sia.

LANDSAT t-ISS and LANDSAT TM dma arc recommended for usc. Fnr water

resources development work, these data arc available frol1lthe PUS DATA oflke

of the Ministry of Public Works. LANDSAT MSS data also I~ll.'et the

requirement for displaying large rivers in the South Kcdu area, which arc 50 11\

to 80 m wide. With its 80 III spatial rcsolUlion LANDSAT r..ISS <law provide

adequate informr.tion about land cover and geology. 5nm1l rivcrs and other small

features will be discernible on LANDSAT TM imagery which have .10 m spati,ll

resohuion. As shown by the similar images of the Lowcr Churchill River ilnd the

vicinity, roads of about 15 m wide arc disrerniblc due to their high contrast

against the surroundings terrain features.

6. An airborne remote sensing is ccnsidercd expensive to usc in the South Kedu

area. Usually, such a program is incorporated into a special development Jlrtljcct,

such as a dam construction, or when detailed investigation of a limitl..'<! area is

urgently lIeeded, Aerial photographs, either infrared or natural colour and hlack

and white photographs provide detailed data of terrain features. 'nil.' detail that

can be observed on and the coverage of these imagery depend on the scale and

the l1ying height. Aerial photographs are often required to elinlinate uncertainties

of satellite data interpretation. In such cases, they can be taken occasionally and

focused on the limited area of concern.
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7. Compulcrassislcd intcrprctation proccdurcs usually involveconsidcrable computer

time. This problem may be overcome in the future with development of

hardware and software, and the use of computers in remotely sensed data

intcf"]"Clation may not bc avoided. For the scope of work in the South Kedu area

at the momcnt, visual interpretation on h&rd copy imagery should be adequate.

With the acquisition of special digital image analysis, hardware and software, the

use of computer assisted image interpretation will have to be explored and

appropriate procedures developed.

B. Part of this thesis includes a recommended procedure for the use of remotely

sensed data for EIA of waler resources development in the South Kedu area.

This procedure is based on the knowledge of the author aboutlhe project area and

of several environmental studies in the area. Since there is no imagery of the

South Kedu area available when the procedure was prepared, a consideration of

various remotely sensed imagery should be included as they become available.

9. Persistent cloud cover is a common characteristics of tropical areas. To combat

this problem, JERS-I, a Japanese satellite eqUipped with a SAR (Synthetic

Aperture RADAR) has been launched this year. The coverage of this satellite

includes the South Kedu area. This satellite oPf;rates under all weather conditions

providing imagery through clouds. An example of a SAR image is also provided

in this thesis, however utilization of this type of data is not included in the
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pr(IC~dutc for the Soulh K~dtl area. II is sllgg~Stl'l1lhal RADAR ima~cry YlIll1l1l

be used wh~ne\'~r they 3.r~ 3.\'ailabk.
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Major Remote Sensing Systems

A.I OpticaJ-mechanic.aJ Multi-spectral Scanner

Figure A-I

ROlating Mirror

Multi-spectral

scanner (MSS)

system schematic

(lillesand and

Kieffer, 1987)

Legend:
I. Scanned ground
2. ROlating mirror. moves the field of view of the scanner a.1ong a scan line

perpendicular to the direction of flight
3. Dichroic grating. 10 separate non-thermal (ultra violet, visible. and reflective

infrared) from thermal wave lengths
4. Prism (diffraclion groning)
S. Detectors

a. for thermal wave lengths
b. for non-thermal wave lengths

6. Electronics
7. Display (a) and recorder (b)
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L.-\:>''OSAT ~ries oi satellites carnes tv.o such scanners. the lirst is .;'aJleJ ~'SS

\abbre ....iation oi multi-spectral scanner) with a resolution of 80 mand the second IS \'allcd

TM (thematic mapper) ha .... ing a resolution of 30 m. Images of this saldlite arc uo;cd ir.

this thesis.

A.:! Linear Amy Scanner

Legend:

Linear detector

amy.

2. Optics.

3. Projection of array

on ground.

4. Direction of motion.

Figure A-2 Linear array camera scanner system (push broom) (Lillesand and Kieffer,

1987)

The push broom scanner is another type of multi that uses dctector arrays or charge

coupled devices (CCDs) ror image data acquisition. A ::CD is a micro-electronic silicon
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chip that d~teClS the intensity at" rel1ected electromagnetic energy (OJ·l.:~ml. Thi,

system is used by SPOT, IRS. a.1d JERS satellites. The IRS satellite carries this ldnc

of sensor which is called LlSS (Linear Imaging Sell Scanning Sensors).

A.3 Active Side Looking RADAR

Legend:

Transm i tte d

microwave energy

Reflected (back

scallercd) energy

3. Pulse length

Figure A-3 Operation schematic of active RADAR

The active RADAR sensor is used in airborne and satellite remote sensing. In this

system, microwave energy is transmitted from an antenna in very shon pulses. After

reaching the ground, the energy is returned (reflected) and received by the same antenna.

Intensity of the reflected energy depends on the followings terrain characteristics

(Lil1esand and Kieffer, 1987).

incidence angles (topography).
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suriace roughness in term oi used wave length (ior example. smooth surt'ace wilt

reflect lhe energy away irom th.: antenna).

complex dielectric constant of an obj~l being sensed (indic.:\lOr of refl~(,li\·ity :\I1d

conductivity of various material .•).

AA Types of Platforms

Sa~IIIL.

NOM. LANDSAT,
SPOT. IRS. Jf:R5

" lDCD (~"'I

~
._.- ... --._. __ ..

..J__ ._._. __ •• ._ a

~
_______________ • D.l

Figure A-4 Platforms and their locations

This figure illustrates the types of platforms used in Remote Sensing, which constitutes

to multi-stage remote sensing. The area coverage of a single frame incrc..ases as Ihe

altitude increasl:s, but thl: ground resolution of the system decreases.
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APPENDIX B

LANDSAT TM (Thematic Mapper) Spectral Bands l

Band! (hllle)- 0 45 • Q S2 urn

This band was designed for water body penetration. Therefore, it is useful for

coastal waler mapping. This can be used for soil/vegetation discrimination, forest

Iype mapping, and cultural feature identification. However, the image is

generally of poor contrast due to its sensitivity to haze. Therefore this band is

not recommended for use alone.

Band 2 (green)- 0 52 - 0 62 urn

This band was intended to measure the green reOe<:tance peak of vegetation, to

distinguish various vegetation, and for vigour assessment. Cultural features

identification can also be carried oul. Similar to TM band 1, Ihis band is

sensitive to haze. Therefore it is not recommended for use alone.

Rand 3 (redl' 0 6] - 0 69 urn

This band can be used to differentiate plant species by sensing the chlorophyll

absorption. Cultural features can be identified using this band. Roads, bare

ThiJ li.'t iJ r~t~rr~d to Lill~l<lInd and Kidf~r (1987), and Ener&y. Minn. and Ruo\lr~es. Canada 0!186, 1987,
19S8),
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soils. rock outcrops. and non \,cgCI;,\Il'd areas can be idl'lltili\."Cl using Ihis b..'llll.

Bind" (fl(i!r infrared)' Q 76 - Q 90 lin}

This band is inlendoo for determining vcgetation types. vigour. and bioll1:1SS

content. Coniferous forest can be distinguished from deciduous forest Uurnt

forest can be delineated. This band is best for ddinealing waler bodies :\IId

discrimination of soil moisture.

Bind S (mid or sh0TlWl\VC jnframU' I 55 . I 7<:; UID

This band is used for determining vegetation moisture conlent and soil moisture.

Due to high penetration ca!'<lbility of this band through hat.e. good ovcmll

contrast of the image results. Water bodies, variatioll in forest compmilion.

roads, and rock outcrops are discernible.

Band 6 (thermal infra [<4)' IQ 4 :Jl..i.J.un

Terrestrial thermal mapping can be carried out using this band. This band is

useful for vegetation stress analysis, and soil moisture discrimination.

Band 7 (mjd or shortwave jnframll' 2 08 • 2 35 urn

This band is still in the reflective part of the spectrum. It is intended for

discriminating mineral and rock types. It also has slrong potential for soil

analysis.
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